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conclusively
men
were crushed to death and four
proximately
1DITAROD CITY, ALASKA,
'
rows at 11 o'clock last night and was
O'CONNER IS OEAD. jured.
- DESTROYED BY FLAMES others seriously Injured today in the the Lower Rio Grande valley can be been opened to settlers nnder the' rega proclamation
copies or tne uuerre social were beached in Plumper Bay. The passencollapse of a roof and other portions made a most profitable success. Mr. istration plan through
Wire to New Mexican) found beside the cut rails. The press gers have been- - landed out two are
900 bushels of signed by PtesKent Taft, 150.000 acres (By Soectal
has'
taken
Morrow
lust
of
Buffalo
Water
the
new
Mexican)
to
Department's
"
(By Special Leased wire
five-acr-e
Toronto, Ont., June 30. Archbish today strikes a note of alarm and de reported missing. The City of Seatpatch. The being within the Fort BenthoM Indian
Seattle, WaBh... June 30. Idltarod new pumping station. '"The' dead were potatoes from a
0
Dennis O'Conner of the Roman mands that the new ministry put an tle is expected to arrive there shortly
Dakota
and
op
North
of
an
of
$1
Reservation
In
at
the pit where they had been crop sold
average price
City, Alaska, was nearly destroyed by burled
in. the Pine Ridge and Rosebud In- Catholic, church of Toronto died to end to revolutionary activity and out snd the Grand Trunk Pacific steamer
lire on June 25. News of the confla I working, beneath hundreds of tons of per bushel. The cost of seed and 'culPrince George is standing by.
rages.
day from Bright's disease.
dian reservations in
tivation .was a little lees than, $200.
steel, brick and mortar.
reached hen. .
has
Governor Mills has appointed Joa
quin F. Sandoval of Gallegos, Union
county, a notary public.
Civil Service Examination.
The clerk Carrier examination will
be held at the local postoffice July 2S.
Blanks for applications can be had at
the postoffice.
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DENVER BREAD

TRY IT

WE

RQGERY
Santa Fe.

Southern Corner Plaza.
TICKETS

REGISTER

GIVE

WITH

Telephone
ALL

No. 40.

CASH

PURCHASES,

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS

FRESH

CAKES

NAPOLEON

LOUIS

191

BLACK

When the dry spell comes
this summer you will need
a gasoline engine to run
your pump and save your
crops. When these en
gines are not Dumoinc: they can be connected to
any other machine and will run it cheaper than
running it by hand power.
You can have complete information and price
on an outfit suitable for your work by applying
to the agent.
FRANK F. QORMLEY,
Phone Black 6619

Santa Fe, N. M.

WHOLESALE

&

RETAIL

1856.

Incorporated

1903.

Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package

ULUMMDHJ ULLLUMHMUIJ

k

Lefs Pull Together

We will do our share. What you
save in buying
I
if.

t

IS YOURS FOR SOMETHING ELSE.

j

i

ONE WEEK
ONLY

OUR SPECIAL

Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

45

Numa Reymond at Geneva, SwitzerDeath of Pioneer.
land, for his donation of $5,000 toknown ward the new Masonic
Joseph Schlosser. a well
temple at Las
miner, died at his home at Silver City. Cruces.
He came to New Mexico 30 years ago
and was a pioneer of the mining camp
Jail Inmate Goes Insane.
of Georgetown.
Reymundo Candelario, in jail at Albuquerque, yesterday tried to burn
Flyer Delayed by Wreck.
up his bedding and then took to a diet
west
ten months. They have hundred of Santa Fe train No. 3, the
of soap suds.
Today he is chained
Chlckering Bros.
satisfied customers in New Mexico bound California Flyef, was delayed to the floor in a email cell and will
Bush and Lane.
at Bernalillo by a freight car that be taken to the aslyum for the inand Arizona.
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone had jumped the track. The delay was sane at Las Vegas.
Schiller.
,
to them regarding pianos, prices and exactly an hour.
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano
Child Killed by Scorpion.
Vice President Saves Two Men.
Julian Morales took his eighteen
buyers that the firm of Learnard-LI- n
,
Vice President Sherman at Wash months old boy to a dance at Clifton,
Milton and the World Famous Ceellian deman Co. will meet every customer
ington yesterday savedthe lives of Arizona. When he returned with the
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way in making
two men whom he dragged from un
i
otner makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd
baby after midnight he placed it in its
business transaction, not on der an automobile which had toppled bed into which a scorpion had crawled.
This firm has purchased over six1
over an embankment.
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
In three hours the child was dead.

PIAN05

Learnard-Lindeman-

W. H. KERR
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will he glad to call tor
your laundry on Mondays and Tues-

PIANOS

V

days and deliver on Thursdays and
.Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed an
your shirts without extra charge.

Regular Stock,

95c

at

Look over the

95c
"ffiiT"

.

a

o

selection

INDEPENDENCE DAY
SELI
P.

O. Box, 219.

Phone 36

COME TO SEE US AND WE WILL SHOW YOU MANY CAMP
NECESSITIES.
HAVE YOU A STRONG KNIFE, A POCKET AXE OR WATERPROOF MATCHBOX?
BUY YOUR OWN GUN AND THINGS; DON'T BORROW.
OUR LINE OF OUTING HARDWARE WILL MAKE YOU HAVE
A BULYY FINE TIME.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone 14.

If Ita Hardware We Have

It

Phone 14

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

PHONE RED 122

PHONE

::

The Square Music Dealers
SANTA

R.

.

CO.

Albuquerque,

N. M.

::

Established

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. & 8. F, Depot.

Telephone

1900

FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of building material

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

iTARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

.

Phone Red 100

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
'

85

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND iNSURANCE

.

CAD CAIC
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

La

Salle Restaurant
CHAS. Q ANN, Prop.

Telephone 11.
rwo Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 Cents

League at Estancia,
Divorce Law for Mexico.
An
League has been or
Five hundred women have petition
ganized at Estancia with C. B. How- ed the provisional president of Mexico
ell as temporary chairman and J. M.
for a divorce law, which will grant
Later Tuttle was
Tuttle, secretary.
for
Anti-Saloo-

Lump

CERRILLOS

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

RED 122

Jesse-Frenc-

N

yanke:

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

.

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

EATON

Wood

'

n

n

Anti-Saloo- n

Short Order at all Hours
BOARD BY THE WEEK $6J
absolute divorce
incompatibility
elected permanent chairman.
of temper. It is believed that such a Kronen Noodle
Order 20c. a dish
law will be passed but will be conNew York Chop Sue? 50c.
Died at Sanitarium.
sidered an attack on the Roman
Mrs. Georgia E. Clark, mother of Catholic church.
Frank Clark, a well known cattleman, died at a sanitarium at Las
Wedded at Las Vegas.
Vegas. She came to Las Vegas ten
Miss Helen Compton and Grovel
weeks ago from Somerville, Mass. Cleveland Henley, both employes of
the New Mexico hospital for the inStudent Commits Suicide.
sane, were mcrrlsd yesterday by Rev.
Despondent because he failed to J. S. Moore of 3t. Paul's Episcopal
For Best Laundry Work
qualify for A. B. degree at Harvard, church at Las Vegai. They went to
David Smith of Salt Lake City
Harvey's ranch to spend their Honey-- i
suicide by drinking cyanide of moon.
feket leaves Monday and Tnestey
potassium at Cambridge.
"vitas
Thursday and Friday.
Lights.
Extinguishing
Her-Double Wedding at Cooney.
Says the
Evening
O.K. BARBER SHOP.
At Cooney, Socorro county, a double aid: "Formal notices, ordering evacuaF. Ot BROWN, AGBNT
Vs.
wedding was celebrated when P. tion before July 1, have been served
-- . Aed No. 28
Charles Higgins was married to Miss by the police on all the women in the
Phono Red No. SI
Isabelle Staynor, and Frank Busta- - redlight district. A number of them

Imperial Laundry

fon-mitte- d

J

White Summer Waists,
$1.25 and $1.50

.

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

I

nriiiDPAcnn roDiiTinm

29

-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
4LFALFA SEED.

Death of Old Resident.

Matthew Ridley, for

Established

1

Groceries and Delicatessen
PHONE

Confessed to Murder.
Impelled by a dream of his dead
years a resident of Albuquerque, died yesterday mother, Morris Kirkland at Denver
at the age of 63 years. He was a na- confessed that he and two others had
tive of England and leaves a wife and plotted in a saloon to murder Domin-icMangino, an Italian, on a Sunday
daughter.
Green fields, fenced in from the
morning, for his money, and after fillstreet,
ing up on whiskey, killed their man,
Chaplain Harwood to Marry.
j
The sunshine full in their face,
Rev. Thomas Harwood, of Albuquer- - each of the assassins securing $13.25.
Young cattle with eager feet
que. national chaDlain of the Crand
And horses that rear and race,
Centenarian Predicted Her End.
Army of the Republic, will be marSweet bloom of the wild rose tree
ried on Saturday afternoon to Mrs.
"Well, I guess my time .has come,"
In reach of an eager hand.
said Mrs. Lachia Williams, aged 108,
Mary Clark of Albuquerque.
And our hopes, and you and me,
as she stood in the doorway of her
And summer over the land.
home at Lansing, Michigan, talking to
Scarlet Fever at Las Vegas.
The home of Ludwig William Ilfeld a neighbor, bhe then went inside and,
A brooklet that sings away
which has been under quarantine for lying down on a couch, passed quietly
To the ocean's waiting breast,
scarlet fever for some time, will be away. Mrs. Wiliams celebrated her
And minnows that leap and play
fumigated tomorrow and the quaran- 108th anniversary New Year's day.
Where the alder shadows rest.
tine will be raised. Las Vegas Optic.
God's peace upon stream and lea
Won Husband at Raffle.
And blossoms by soft winds fanned,
Boy Killed Playing Robber.
Miss Catherine Flanagan, pretty
And our love, and you and me,
Lefbom
old
Everett
While five year
and petite, won for husband 280
And Summer over the land.
was playing that he was hiding in a
Thomas Skelly in a raffle at a
Lalia Mitchell in the Columbian. robber's cave he had made in a hill- pound
bazaar held for the benefit of the
side at Denver, an overhanging ledge
church of the Immaculate Conception
caved in and crushed him to death. at
Philadelphia. At first the girl refused to marry her prize but has now
AROUND THE STATE
Liquor Destroyed.
The Women's Christian Temper- consented.
ance Union at Chandler, Oklahoma,
Wounded Hunting Wild Cats
Thirteen New Elks.
aided Sheriff Buzzi and District AtAndres Aragon of Garfield, Dona
Albuquerque Lodge B. P. O. E. this torney Wilberforce Jones to spill $300
week initiated "thirteen" candidates. worth of beer and
whisky into the Ana county, was seriously wounded
while hunting wild cats. Santiago
street.
Drummer Kills Himself.
Marfa who was with him shot at a
a
Frank Keiner, aged 37 years, trav
wild cat a quarter of a mile from Ara
Confesses Stealing Horses.
Boy
eling salesman, killed himself by
Sixteen year old Henry Styles con gon. The bullet pierced the body of
shooting at Salt Lake.
fessed at Roswell yesterday that he the wild cat and struck Aragon after
and Roy Stiles aged 22 and Claud it had splintered the stock of his
Elders Elected.
Lorenz, aged 23, drove off sixteen rifle. Aragon was taken to Rincon to
at
The First Presbyterian church
horses of Lon Cottingham and his have his wound dressed.
Las Vegas has elected the following
neighbors east of Roswell.
elders: Jefferson Raynolds, George
Good Road to Las Vegas.
Carroon.
Frank
Dr.
The
Fitzsimmons,
convicts gang employed in the
Aboard.
Children
Eighteen
Mrs. Guadalupe Gonzales and her improvement of the highway between
Divorce Granted.
eighteen children took their first Tide Santa Fe and Las Vegas is doing good
At Roswell, Chief Justice W. H. on a train
yesterday when they left work and it is expected the task will
Pope granted a divorce to Ora Har- on a Santa Fe train at El Paso for be completed soon. The high centers
ris from Edmund Harris.
Vinton, Texas. The oldest child was have been cut down, culverts have
been repaired and other needed im15 years.
Decree By Default.
provements have been made. It is
In the case of Grunsf eld Brothers
the road will be in fine shape
expected
S.
U.
Marshal.
Visiting
at Albuquerque against J. W. Plunk-et- t
Find-lay- , for the motorists who intend driving
of
F.
William
Duncan
Judge
for $673, a decree by default was
Ohio, is making a brief visit in to Santa Fe on July 4 for the De
entered.
Albuquerque with V. S. Marshal C. Vargas pageant and celebration. Las
M. Foraker and John J. Cole. Judge Vegas Optic.
Struck by Lightning.
Duncan is on a six weeks' trip to the
The home of G. C. Price near Las Pacific coast.
Thyroid Gland Responsible for Race
Vegas was struck by lightning day
Suicide.
but no serious
before yesterday
at Albuquerque.
The thyroid gland in the floor of
Wedding
damage was done.
James Mendez and Miss Bessie the mouth is responsible for race suiReed of Albuquerque, were united in cide, said Dr.Reid Hunt of WashingDeath of Infant
Wednesday at the A. M. E. ton, D. C, to the Medical Association
Joseflta Montoya, infant daughter marriage
in the Duke City, at Los Angeles. Oat meal and liver
church
parsonage
of Mr. and Mrs. Dionicio
Montoya, the Rev. J. M.
Rodgers
performing diet stimulate the gland and decrease
died at Las Vegas yesterday from
the ceremony.
fecundity, while a diet of crackers.
cholera infantum.
milk and egg increases the number of
Crandall to Represent Shriners.
children.
Used Chloroform for Hay Fever. '
Clinton J. Crandall of Santa Fe, E. h.
Mrs. Bessie Keleyl of Phoenix, Ari- Medler
and E. C. Allen of Albuquerque
zona, snuffed chloroform for the relief
to represent Ballut State of Ohio,
City of Toledo,
or hay fever. Her funeral was largely have been chosen
Abyad Temple of the Mystic Shrine
Lucas county. ss.
attended.
at the national gathering of Shriners
Fi)ank J. Cheney makes oath that he
at Rochester, N. Y., July 11 to 14.
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
New Indian Dormitory.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
Plans and specifications are being
Drunken Row at Las Vegas.
of Toledo, County and State aforeprepared for a $25,000 dormitory at While escorting a drunken man at City
said, and that said firm will pay the
the U. S. Indian School at Albuquer- Las
Vegas, Alejandro Valesquez was sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for
que,
y
struck a stunning blow in the face by each and every case of Catarrh that
The drunken cannot be cured by the use of Hall's
Nepomuceno Sanchez.
Albuquerque Couple Married.
man escaped but the other two were Catarrh Cure.
Miss Cena Munson and Clifford Hayarrested.
FRANK J. CHENET,
den, both of Albuquerque, were mar
Sworn to before me and subscribed
ried at Des Moines, Iowa, on Wednes
in my presence, this 6th day of DecemPetition Overruled.
day.
A petition to set aside the receiver ber, A. D. 1886.
in the case of the Bank of Commerce
A. W. GLEASON,
Will Be Aged Couple.
vs. William Dunbar at Albuquerque (Seal)
Notary Public.
Rev. Thomas Harwood, who will
foreclosure of a chattel
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interninvolving
81
is
at
marry
Albuquerque tomorrow,
mortgage for $12,000 on sheep at ally and acts directly on the blood and
years old, and his bride, Miss Mary present in charge of Alan McGilvray mucous surfaces
of the system. Send
Clark, is 75.
in the Estancia valley, was overruled tor testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
by Judge Ira A. Abbott.
Albuquerque Couple Marries.
Sold by all druggists,' 75c.
Miss Anna Treverton and Nicholas Gave $5,000 Toward Masonic
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
Temple
Papen of Albuquerque were married Aztec Lodge No. 3, A. F. and A. M. pation.
this week at Los Angeles to the sur at Las Cruces, has sent a handsomely
prise of their friends.
engraved resolution of thanks to

I

I

"The Best I Know In Every Loaf"

II

mente led to the altar Miss Orsalinda have left town already and others are
Villalobos.
The weddings took place preparing to leave before midnight tomorrow night."
in the Catholic chapel at Mogollon.

SUMMER.
Blue skies, and a singing bird,
In the maples overhead,
Young leaves, by the breezes stirred,
And blossoms white and red,
The drone of the busy bee
And the hum of an insect band,
And our dreams, and you and me
And summer over the land.

The Little Store

FRIDAY, JUNE 30, 1911.

M.

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
andRancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rjfuts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

rUH JALL

Modern Residences for Rent.

R M. JONES.1

103

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surrles, Saddle Horses.

CAM.
tV

mLvA
rill II If

A
V

Whea bi Need of Anting
in the UVEIY LiNc.

1

CHAS. CLOSSON

Don Q as par Ave.

li
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BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meet Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrlral ot
(he north bound train and arrival at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten mllea hotter than any other
way. Good oevered hack and good

team.

ZTtry THine ieatte 3Cak: Fas

FARE

pa

COUNTY NORMAL

Every Santa Fe Citizen.

Prom

$5.00

We Have Built Up

Is
How to act in an emergency
Information of Priceless Value to
knowledge ot Inestimable worth, and
this Is particularly true of the disease
and ills of the human body. If you
suffer with backache, urinary disorders, or any form of kidney trouble,
the advice contained in the following
statement will add
valuable asset
to your store of knowledge. What
could be more convincing proof of the
efficiency of Doan's Kidney Pills than
the statement of Santa Fe citlrens
who have been permanently cured?
Mrs. Bernarda D. de Escudero, 1C6
Griffin St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I
hold Just as high an opinion cf Doan's
Kidney Pills today, as when I publicly
recommended them in January, 1907.
For about a year I was bothered by
a dull ache and weakness across my
loins and kidneys. I tried easily and
any exertion brought on severe pains
In my back. Hearing Doan's Kidney
Pills highly spoken of, I was Induced
to try them. The result proved beyond a doubt that Doan's Kidney Pills
live up to representations. The cure
and positive relief this
remedy
brought, has led me to praise It on
more than one occasion."

For sale by all dealers. Price SO
cents. Foster-Mtlbur-n
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
the take no other.

WE HANDLE LUMBER
In large quantities and bare
modern facility for furnishing
very beat rough or droned
Lumber
ef eTery description.
We are that
enabled to make the very best prices
tor, Lumber
of such high grade.
Vfe will be pleased to figure on your

contracts.

Charles W. Dudrow

'

Boy Badly

Hurt

Lawrence Gardner, on his way home at Santa Rita,
Grant county, stumbled into a deep
shaft and despite breaking his right
ankle and his right wrist, managed to
crawl into the road where his cry
for assistance brought him succor.
Thirteen-year-ol-

d

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
(Old

Sparks Ranch

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
'
Best of Beds
Best of Food
Cold Pure Spring Water
No Invalids
$15 a Week
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks

Telegraph Glorieta

liott, who have always bm ready to
help us with every difficulty. We cannot find words with which to express
our appreciation, and to thank these
two worthy and capable instructors,
for all the interests and good will they
have shown the institute workers, for
which please accept our heart-fel- t
thanks, and remember us always as
your grateful fellow teachers.
(Signed)
MISS ANITA BEUGERE,
MISS MAMIE SICEI.OFF,
JOSE ORTIZ Y BACA,
Committee on Resolutions.
Teachers' Association.
Immediately after the adjournment
of the institute, the Santa Fe county
Teachers' assocation was called to order by the president, Mr. Conway,
who after a few remarks touching on
wLat had been acomplished during
the past year, asked that the association proceed to business and elect
their officers for the following year.
Secretary Manuel N. Montoy,i read
the minutes of last regular meeting,
nnd the same were approved.
Several of the new students signed
the roll and became members cf the

THE PROPER COURSE

WOOD' YS HACK LINE

ME
Four Weeks of Profitable
Instruction Followed by
Examinations
ADOPTED

RESOLUTIONSJRE

Santa Fe Teachers' Association
Holds Election of
Officers-

-

Amid many rounds ot applause, hearty congratulations, complimentary addresses, and sincere regrets., at the
thought that the time had arrived
when the teachers, who had been attending one ot the very best county
institutes ever held in New Mexico,
must part, the Santa Fe county Four
Weeks' Summer nstitue adjourned
sine die.
County School Superintendent John
V. Conway made a very encouraging
talk, in which he said he hoped that
every applicant for a certificate would
pass, and felt certain that, if the manual had been closely followed, there
would be no failures recorded.
Mr.
Conway assured the students that it
was his avowed intention of aiding
every holder of a certificate in getting
a school, and would insist upon the em
ployment of teachers for the rural
schools of Santa Fe county, to be chosen from the list of those qualifying
in the present institute. The superintendent thanked the instructors for
the patience and willingness they had
displayed in the instruction of his
teachers, and felt sure the results of
their labors would redound to the benefit of the school children.
Mrs. Brumback spoke next and
went over the work of the past four
weeks, and said she regretted, very
much, at having to part with such
pleasant company, but hoped her instruction had been beneficial to the
students.
Mrs. Elliott also talked, and declared it was the most pleasant two weeks
she had ever spent. To work with Mrs.
Brumback, she said, was a real pleas--1

assocation.
Superintendent Conway declined to
become a candidate for the pies'dency
of the association, and balbtinrj was
begun for the following nominations:
J. L. Smith. Manuel N. Luiai. Candido
Ortiz, Miss Ruth Bacon, and Mrs. J.
V. Conway. Mrs. Conway recc'vsd the
majority of the votes cast and was declared elected. The teachers feel that
they have a sympathetic friend :n Mrs.
Conway, and believe that she will be
of much help to them as the president
of the assocation.
Manuel Lujan of San Ildefouzo, was
elected secretary and treasure, and
received the books and money of the
assocation from last years' secretary
and treasurer.
The association then adjourned to
meet at the call of the president. The
teachers declaring that everything in
the educational line is running smoothly, and they hoped to meet quite frequently during the scholastic year.
County Institute Notes.
Yesterday was the last day of tao
institute, and the teachers watched
closely the work of the Model Class.
It is indeed surprising how well the
little ones did in the ten days attended. The model class was one of the
very interesting features of the in?ti-tutand the drill was beneficial to
the students.
Conductor Brumback read Holmes'
"Chambered Nautilaus" at morning exercises, after which she made an earnest plea for the building of new and
better character, closing the door on
the past and knowing the old life no
e,

ure.

Write Pecos

J. R. Watson of the University of
New Mexico, addressed the institute
on the subject of "Animal Nature."
Mr. Watson's lecture was well received
by the teachers, and was highly commended on for the able manner In
more.
which he handled his subject.

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point of th Southwest"
Banked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War

Department

Third Grade gave an excellent illustration of dramatization yesterday afternoon during the reading period. Th-First and Second Grade teachers were

After several heart talks from the
different students, the committee on
resolutions reported the following:
Santa Fe County Teachers' Resolutions.
For the past four weeks, we, the
teachers of Santa Fe county, have
held our annual institute. These have
been such profitable weeks that
we feel inspired with new life for our
coming school work. We owe this inspiration to the discussion and test of
modern progressive pedagogical methods, and to the spirit of good will perassembled.
vading our teacher-bodBut before parting, we wish to extend our vote of thanks to all who
have, in any way, shown an interest,
or given a word of cheer to our fellow teachers.
1st. To the mayor of our city, Hon.
Arthur Seligman,i who so splendidly
welcomed us to the city of Santa Fe.
2nd. To the Santa Fe board of Education, who turned over the High
school building for our use.
3rd. To the New Mexican Printing
Company, for giving us space dally,
for the Institute Notes.
4th. To the Territorial Board of Education, Superintendent of Public In
struction ''James E. Clark, Assistant
Superintendent Acasio Gallegos, and
Chief Clerk Rupert F. Asplund, who so
effectually gave us model work in pedagogics, and for their excellent advice
and helpful addresses, to the teachers
and school directors.
5th. To the different boards of
school directors, who visited our institute.
6th. To County School Superin
tendent John V. Conway, who has
worked tirelessly to make our lnstitu-tut- e
stand at the pinnacle of success.
7th. To Mrs. Conway, who deserves
honorable mention. There has not been
day but she has been with us, and
her charming smile halped us in many

called in for audience.
Professor Watson pacified the bug-- .
He pronounced it a "tarantula killer.'
Miss Zoe E. Smith, of Stanley, south
Santa Fe county, and a member of the
institute, is reported quite ill, and unable to attend the last two days of the
session. Miss Smith is the possessor
of a First Grade certificate and is not
required to take the examination at

'

tag young men for college or business
Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military,
School In the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
fqrnished, heated, lighted and modern
in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
:
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated catalogues address:
life.

this time.
Miss Frances Abbott, a graduate of
the California State Normal at San
Diego, attended the last two weeks of
the institute. Miss Abbott possesses
a First Grade certificate and expects
to teacn at Lias cruces the coming
term.
Some of the teachers remarked on
how fast the four weeks passed awiy,
and declared in favor of an eight
weeks normal.
Nearly every teacher at tb.3 present
institute subscribed for the New Mexi
ico Journal of Education, and those
who did not, are subscribers to other
journals. This goes to prove that the
teachers are keeping abreast with the

y

Superintendent

I RA

MORGAN

Successor to B. P. Williams

LIV ERY

EDITORIAL

I

times.
Mrs. Marie C. Navarro, who taught
the Galisteo higher grades last year,
expects to leave next Monday for Al
calde, where she will be the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Stubblefield. Mrs. Navarro will In all probability teach in
Rio Arriba county, as she has been of
fered two positions there.
County
Superintendent
Conway
brought the different sets of examination questions to the institute this
morning, and turned them over to Conductor Brumback and Instructor Elliott. They were opened In the pres
ence of the teachers, who immediately
set to work to make good the boasts
of the past four weeks.
There are
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CURES OLD
BLOOD DISEASES

FLASHES

A Remedy for Every Wrong.
Contagious Blood Poison is responsible for a great many old blood
In regard to a communication pub
skin eruptions, catarrhal
lished in this paper yesterday, It cer- troubles, such as scrofulous affections,
There is no such thing
etc.
sores,
Rheumatism,
troubles,
ulcerating
man
to
a
be
for
ought
tainly
possible
whose property has been flooded by as ridding the system of these effects by killing the poisonous germs.
some careless irrigator to secure the Any medicine powerful enough to accomplish this would also destroy
enforcement of the law without spendmany of the delicate linings and tissues, and wreck the constitution.
ing a week making a tour of all the The only way to cure old blood troubles is to REMOVE the cause from
county officials' offices. According to the circulation, and for this
purpose nothing is equal to 5. S. S. It
the letter referred to, the responsibiland
drives
into
out every taint and poison, and makes
the
blood,
goes
ity of enforcing this law appears to
fluid
rich
and
vital
this
be too much divided. Albuquerque
nourishing. S. S. S. has long been known
pure,
Journal.
as the greatest of all blood purifiers and many thousands have rid
themselves of old blood diseases by its use. It ALWAYS removes the
The Doctor's Advice.
impurity from the blood and cures these old disorders, whether inher"My dear," says the doctor to his ited or
Book on the blood and any medical advice free
acquired.
Is
wife, who
cuddling their new boy,
all.
sold
is
S.
to
at drug stores.
S.S.
"you should not feed the baby often- er than every three hours, and should
THE SWIFT "SPECIFIC Ctt. ATLANTA, CA.
not take it up every time it crieB, it
should sleep practically all the time,
district by electing their own Judge
it should not be shown to every one directorate.
Charles S. White and Frank R. and district attorney is the charge
who calls, your mother and father
should not be permitted to handle it, Harris, for a number of years trust- made by the Roswell Record in a
you should not chuck it under the ed employes of the bank are made lengthy editorial reviewing the long
chin that way, it should sleep in a assistant cashiers. R. M. Merritt re- and strenuous fight between the wets
room without heat and with the win- tains his rank as first assistant to and the drys in the Pecos Valley. The
dows wide open; its clothing should Mr. Safford.
Record voicing the sentiments of the
be simple none of those lacy, emThe officers of the bank now are: Prohibitionists declares that all atbroidered things and "
V.
Solomon
on
S. tempts at "harmony"
Luna, president;
anything
"Hump!" interrupts the wife. "You Strickler, vice president; Charles V. other then a dry basis will be met
go and tell that stuff to people that Safford, cashier; R. M. Merritt, as- with opjKsltion by the drys.
pay you $5 a visit! I don't want any sistant cashier; Charles S. White, asof your old advice about this baby!" sistant cashier and Frank R. Harris, 750,000,000 PAIRS OF HOSE
assistant cashier. The directorate is
Rocky Mountain News.
ARE USED ANNUALLY.
as follows: Solomon Luna, V. S.
Vow!
Strickler, Charles V. Safford, J. C.
San Antonio, Teas, June 30. The
H. M. Dougherty, H. W. people of the United States use, acThose New Mexico newspapers that Baldrldge,
have been gloating over the fancied Kelly, Frank A. Hubbell. William cording to the recent statistics sent
loss of a few acres from Texas to Mcintosh and Ambrosio Candelaria,
out by the government,
750,000,000
The addition of Mr. Safford in the
Mexico in the Chamizal court of Arbi- of hose annually, an average of
pairs
tration decision, and which have at- banking force is considered one of almost eight pairs to the person. Cottempted to twit El Paso over an im- the best business moves in the Insti ton supplies 90 per cent of the raw
aginary loss of territory, will now tution. Mr. Safford is an expert in material used in manufacturing them.
have ample opportunity to turn their banking, one of the best accountants One-fiftof the cotton of the world is
attention to boundary matters closer in the territory and no man has a grown in
Texas, wblch shows that the
to their homes. The thousands of wider acquaintanceship and) knowlLone Star state contributes
very
acres that the imperial state of Texas edge of the business in the southlargely to clothing the ieet of the nahas been able to recover from the de west.
The promotions of Mr. White and tion. The increase for the past year
signing New Mexico politicians will
in that Mr. Harris were recognition of their was about two per cc at, which proves
cause sufficient
that the people of the country are
territory for a time to completely en- long service with the bank and
more hose than ever before and
using
and
their
The
attention.
ability
gross general
integrity.
a
that
large per cent of this increase
do
not
as
of
Bank
shown
And if these developments
Commerce
by its
satisfy our designing friends in that statements, has increased its busi- comes from the cotton fields of Texas.
quarter later .we will proceed to an - ness to such a degree that a larger
nex all of the Democratic part of New- force was a necessity to keep pace
DREAD OF AN OPERATION.
N. Manchester, Ind. Mrs. Eva Ba- Mexico and leave those Republican with the volume of work. It is unpoliticians to fight it out among them- derstood that the bank will rapidly shore, of this place, says: "I suffered
selves by practicing their chicanery enlarge its field and that Mr. Saf- female misery of every description.
one upon the other. It will require ford will assume a number of lines Two doctors attended me, and advised
an experience of that kind, apparent- of work that could not be undertaken an operation. I lost weight until I
ly, to bring those gentlemen to a full before because of the need of an In- weighed only ninety pounds. I dread
ed an operation, and, instead, began
appreciation of the eternal fitness of creased force.
The selection of Mr. Safford was to take Cardui. In a short time, I gain
things. El Paso Times.
unanimous among the directors and ed 25 pounds and feel as well as I
Candy Cures Heart Trouble.
the affairs of the bank were found ever did. Cardui, I am sure, saved my
Ever see a "candy" girl with a weak to be in excellent condition and the life." Cardui Is today used In thouheart or a candy kid that did not caper business outlook of the very best.
sands ot homes, where It relieves pain
and brings back strength and ambinimbly?" Discussion in the medical Albuquerque Herald.
tion. It is a woman's medicine, for
periodicals summarized this week in
the current issue of tne New York
women's ailments, and you are urged
Looking Long Way Ahead.
Medical Journal.
Roswell, N. M., June 30. That the to try It for your troubles. Ask your
The British Medical Journal began forces of booze are laying plans to get druggist He will tell you about Carthe inquiry in its articles by Sir James hold of the machinery of this Judicial dui.
Sawyer, who advocates the use of it
also in wasting disorders, some forms
of anaemia, adynamic rheumatism and
nervous diseases. He finds patients
increase in weight, powefr, strength
and vigor and in those of neurasthenic, tendencies he finds that the results
are especially good.
The patient is advised to carry with
him about half a pound of lump sugar
and to eat it from time to time, except just before a meal. In concluding his paper the English physician declares that henceforth we must think
'of the sugar group as sustainers and
developers of the heart muscles and
N0T LIKE OTHERS. BUT SAFE AND SANE
of benefit in a large variety of cardiovascular troubles.
Pure cane sugar should be used. The
purity of the product .s assured if two
lumps become luminous when rubbed
together in the dark. If the lumps do
not shine the manufacturers of the
same may be denounced as a luminosity. Rocky Mountain News.
h

heart-burnin- g

Fourth of July
Celebration at Santa Fe

DE VARGAS PAGEANT
Races, Base Ball and Other

GamesBand Concerts

.

Safford Elected Cashier.
At a meeting of the directors of
the Bank of Commerce held at the
bank this afternoon, Charles V. Safford, for ten years traveling auditor
of the territory, was elected cashier
of the bank and given a place on the

AFTER

Fireworks and Grand Ball in Evening
Parade of Boy Scouts, Firemen, Automobiles and various Civic and Military

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

RATE

RATE
One Fare for Round Trip

One Fare for RoundTrip

7 YEARS

Tickets on sale at Santa Fe Stations, July 2.

purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly ;j
ways.
eight applicants for a First Grade, 20
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST i!
8th. The Model masses, in nrst ana for Second Grade, and 37 for Third
third year work, have been most in-- Grade certificates.
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or ntfht
structive, the work done being dear
I
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want.
will ij to each
teacher, as she can make it
: I Was Cured by Lydia E Pink- .:
endavorto five prompt and efficient service and trust to merit i an integral part of her primary work
ham's Vegetable Compound v
HUES AND MIHC
for the coming year, We are truly I
j
:
our patronage.
:
::
::
1 thankful to the parents, for lending
Waurlka, Okla. "I had female troufor seven years, was all rundown,
bles
children.
v
ana so nervous i
9th. To Professor W. B. Bailey, ot
A I ilV SAIN r- KANUSUU Mi
could not do anyGrant County.
ft
the Santa Fe Business College, who so
In nine months' work began at
thing. The doctors
treated me for dif'
gave his valuable instruc Santa Rita, N. M., uncovering the ore
IE
13
DhniM I.IO DoH
MM? generously
ferent things but
tion and enthusiasm, during the pen- body of the Chino copper mines, over
did me no good. I
tons
material
manship period.
of
1,250,000
have been
cot so bad that l
To Rev. B. F. Summers for moved by the five great steam shovels
10th.
could not sleep day
To
W.
G.
Mr.
his helpful address.
which are constantly at work. Peoor night. While in
this condition I read
Armljo for his friendly talk, and to ple here have comparatively little con
of Lvdia E. rink- Mies J. IVxcGibbon, for. her most valua ception of the Immensity of the op
ham's Vegetable
ble instruction in Physical Culture.
erations going on up there near Silver
ComDOund. and
11th. To the different students, who City; the ore bodies themselves will
beoran its use and
so thoughtfully kept the desks of our be mined with these shovels, but it s wrote to Mrs. Pinkham for advice. In
conductor and instructor supplied with first necessary to strip off about 80 a short time I had gained my average
SANTA FE, N. M, TO ,
'
feet of superficial material. The mills weight and am now strong and well.
beautiful flowers.
v
Mrs. Sallie ktevexs, tuts, v., no.
12th. Last, but not least, come our at Hurley near the mines are to have
8, Box 81, Waurlka, Okla.
tons
a
Nora
and
of
3,000
and
Mrs.
per
day
conductor.
Brumbach,
- - - $50.35
capacity
- $64.95
Buffalo,Another Grateful Woman.
our instructor, Mrs. Gertrude R. El- will be one of the largest copper con
Mass. "I was in a
Huntington,
in
the
United
plants
centrating
ran down condition and for three
neces
are
horse
power
I
States; 5,500
21.10
Louis,
years could find no help.srood
health to
"T owe dit nresent
sary to operate the plant enough
run all factories in a good sized city Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable uom- ....
The copper country of southwest EDund and Blood Purifier which I
ue for Remits
76.35
New
18.15
my life.
New Mexico, Including the Santa Rita
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
doctor Knows wnat neipea me
"My
and Burro mountain districts, will be- nnri
aa.v one word acainst it."
nnt
on
dnaa
die
KIDNEYS, come in a few years one of the mqst
They work directly
75.95
16.35 BLADDER
Mrs. Mam Janette Bates, Box
and URINARY PASSAGES, famous copper producing regions In
l&i. Huntinirton. Mass.
and their beneficial effect is felt from the the world. ' These will be the nearest
Because your case is a difficult one,
TO MANY OTHER PRINCIPAL POINTS IN tart For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and great mines to El Paso, and this city doctors having done you no good, do
LOW RATES THE UNITED STATES, CANADA and MEXICO BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM will do well to bring itself into closer not conttnue to Buffer without giving
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, IN touch with the big mining, agricul Lydia E Pinkham's Vegetable Coma triaL It surely has cured
FLAMMATION of the BLADDER and tural and commercial development of pound cases of female
LIBERAL LIMITS AND STOP OVER PRIVILEGES.
ills, such as inmany
Herald.'
Paso
El
section.
that
IRREGULARITIES
acnoyingURINARY
flammation, ulceration, displacements,
For further particulars, see any 5anta Fe Agent.-- ,
fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodic
they exercise a permanent benefit
K yon want anything oa earth Try pains, backache, that bearing-dowTONIO IN ACTION - QUICK III RISVLTS
.
H. S. LUTZ, Asetrt,
.
SANTA FE, N. U - For sale by all ansut. want
New
Mexican
a
feeling, and nervous ptottntton.
I have

THREt

SUFFERING

3 & 4, Good Returning
Until July 5

Further particulars may be be had from local agent The
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.
H.'S. LUTZ, Agent, SANTA FE, N. M.
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MULLIGAN & RISING

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
DAT A NIGHT

PHONE

130
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Picture Framing Taftefully and Satisfactorily Dons.

ROSWELL AUTO CO., ROSWELL, N. M.
Carrying the U. S. mail and
between Vaughn, N. It, and
Roaweli; N. 1L, connecting with the
d
EH Pate & Southwestern and Rock
Railroads and the Atchison, To
peka ft Santa Fe Railroad.
Learei Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., arrive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
arLeaves Roswell at 12:80 a.
rive in Vaughn at 6:30 p. m.
a

te
Baggage allowance 100 lbs.
each regular ticket, excess baggage
at the rate ot $6.00 per hundred lb
We are equipped to carry any kind
ot trunka or baggage, up to 1.600 lbs.
sions, lor eight or more passengers.
For further information, write ,tfeis
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. 1& - '

J W. STOCK AR D,

MANAGE!
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OF DE VARGAS.

'

There is no longer any excuse for
misstatements as to the early history
of Santa Fe. Romance and tradition
must give way to the cold facts aS
they were recorded in the chronicles;
that have been brought to light by
Historian B. M. Read and which are!
embodied in his recent history of
New Mexico. In view of the De Var-- '
gas pageant to be given next Tues-- !
day, the New Mexican gives here-- !
with a description of the entry of De
Vargas on December 16, 1693. as trans- lated from the original report of De
Vargas by Mr. Read:
"Entry into this town of Santa Fe
by said governor and captain general.!
"On the sixteenth day, of the month1
of December, date and year above,
the said gov(December 16, 1693),
ernor and captain general, about the
eleventh hour' of said day, made my,
entry into this town of Santa Fe, and
coming in sight of the walled village
where the Teguas and Tanos reside,
with the squadron on the march and
in company of the very illustrious
corporation of this the said town and
alg
kingdom, its sheriff,
derman, the captain Don Bernardino
Duran de Chavez, carrying the standard referred to in these acts and under which this land was conquered,
we arrived at the square where we
found the said natives congregated,
the women apart from the men, all un
armed and abstaining from any hostile demonstration, but instead behaving themselves with great composure,
and on proffering to them our greeting, saying: "Praise to Him," several
times, they answered "forever"'; and
seeing the approach on foot of the
Very reverend father custodian, Friar
Salvador de San Antonio, and in his
train the fifteen monks, priests and
reverend father missionaries and the
lay brothers of our Father St. Francis, chanting on their march divers
psalms, I got down from my horse
and my example was followed by the
said corporation, corporals and officers of war and by the ensign of
the royal standard in company with
the said high sheriff and
alderman, all having gone out with
the purpose of receiving the said reverend fathers, who, in union with
their reverend father custodian, came
singing in processional order, and
then I made due obeisance as I was
passing on my way to the entrance of
said village and town and the same
thing was done by my followers, and
in the middle of the square a cross
had been raised, where all present
knelt down and sang divers psalms
and prayers including the Te Deum,
and in conclusion the Litany of Our
Lady, and the said very reverend father custodian, attuning his voice, sang
with such joy and fervor that almost
every one without exception was
deeply moved by the happiness of
hearing in such place the praises of
Our Lord God and His Most Holy
Mother, and after he had sung the
hymn three times I offered my congratulations to said very reverend
father and the rest, telling them that
color-bearin-

-'

color-bearin- g

that they might be safe from the
Apaches and friendly with all and that
this was my sole object in coming and
not to ask or take away anything;
and the said very reverend custodian assured them of my good heart
and the good intentions which ani
mates the Spaniards, which were not
as tney supposed; tnat is, tnat i, ine
said governor and captain general had
come to kill them as they said, he
would not have come, and so they
should give no credit to anything but
what,I and their reverend father told
them; besides I ordered them that
if they had among them any bad and
malicious Indian they should tie him
up and bring him to me to ascertain
the truth about what he said, and in
case of falsehood I would order his
instant execution, and that in this
way we could live as brothers and be
very happy. And after this talk we
went away again, .leaving them their
village, to seek a more protected site,
the soil being covered with snow, and
only about midday I found in the
outflows and slopes a tabel land and
mountain susceptible of some repair,
an dtherein I, the said governor and
captain general, established my camp,
despising the dwelling place, a tower
house, which had been repaired for
my occupation, having in the same a
fire place, which a resident told me
belonged to said house and as such
to himself; to which I replied he might
repair to the same, and in testimony
whereof, regarding said entry, I signed my name in company with the

....

very illustrious corporation and war
officers, likewise the two secretaries
who were present therein in said
town, dated ut supra.
(Seal) "Diego de Vargas Zapata

Lu-ja- n

Ponce de Leon.
"Lorenzo de
de
Chavez, J. de Leyva, Lazaro de
Roque Madrid, Joseph Miera,
Xavier de Ortega.
"Secretary of the Town Corporation,
Juan de Almosan.
"Before me: Antonio de Valverde,
Secretary of Governor and War.
"I attest the above: Antonio Rael
de Aguilar, one of the Secretaries of
Governor and war of the Governor
Madrid-Fernand-

o

Mez-quia- ,

and Ctaptain General."
SMALLPOX.
Unless all signs fail, an epidemic of
smallpox will begin to sweep over
the United States next fall and if
New Mexico escapes severe castiga- tion it will be a wonder.
It is none
too early to formulate plans for a
and vaccination
'thorough clean-u- p
campaign next fall and for the adop.
tion of precautionary measures. A
report of the Public Health and Mar
ine Hospital Service, just from press,
tells of the ominous increase in the
disease all over the United States
the past two years.
In 1909 there

were reported to the service 24,099
cases of smallpox from 36 states,
among which latter New Mexico is
not found; in 1910, the number of
cases was 30,352.
In 1909 there were
reported 150 deaths from the disease
notwithstanding that last year at the and in 1910 the deaths were 415.
time of my happy conquest I had giv- Of course, one half of the cases and
en possession to the very reverend one half of the deaths were not re
ported. The increase of almost 200
father, President Friar Francisco
who was one of the fathers who per cent in deaths is disconcerting
came at the time as chaplains to said but not near as threatening as the
army, which said reverend father wide spread of the filthy disease.
North Carolina reported most of the
president had witnessed and accepted,
Then came
and in this manner and in the name cases last year, 4,281.
of the order and in favor of his sacred Texas, Michigan, Oklahoma and Kan
religion would do it again and would sas', the last named reporting 2,202
grant it to him anew with great pleas- cases, while Tennessee reported
ure, considering the great resignation 2,199 cases for part of the year only,
with which all, together with their If New Mexico had reported it would,
very reverend father, do so heartily undoubtedly, be not far from, the top,
and freel agree to employ them- although its population is smaller
selves in the administration of the than- that of any of the states named.
In Colorado the Increase of cases
holy sacraments in this said newly
In 1909, to 1,096 in
conquered kingdom; to which the was from 343
said reverend father answered, ten- 1910, or more than 200 per cent.' In
dering his thanks for himself and all Michigan, too, the increase was more
his order, and that by the use of said than 200 per cent, while in Pennsylgrant, invested and given by me, the vania the increase was 60O per cent
said governor and captain general, ;No reports were available from Geor-- ;
they had enough for the maintenance gia, but the city of Macon, one- of the
of their rights, much more than when smaller towns of the state, alone had
Utah had the
they entered immediately in the ad- 389 cases last year.
ministration' of the missions above 'highest rate of the states, reporting
mentioned; and then I spoke to said 257 cases for each 100,000 inhabitants.
corporation arid told them 'restored 'North Carolina came next, then Flor-- '
to them the possession of their town, ida, Montana, Oklahoma and Colorado
and tihaL likewise they ought and in the order given. It is noticeable
should give me, the said governor that the states bordering on New
Colorado
and captain general, testimonials of Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma,
having taken the same, entering again and Utah were among those that had
therein, and of the pacification of said the highest number of cases per
Indians and their submission to the thousand inhabitants.
Divine and Humane Majesty; in the
During the year there were recordsame manner, to the said natives in ed 11 localities in which smallpox
the plaza of said village I told and re- showed a high death rate.
In most
peated what our lord, the king, had of the instances these were apparsent, me on the news I gave his royal ently distinct and separate kratbreaks,
majesty of their surrender last year, clearly differentiated from: the cases
with orders that this kingdom should of the milder type of the disease
be repeopled; that with the Informa- which had prevailed in the same lotion I had given of my having pardon- calities previous to the onset of the
ed them and of their obedience which more severe type, and which in some
was the cause of said pardon, all his occured afterwards as well.
displeasure had vanished and he Michigan has been having for sevewould call them again his children, ral years quite a number of cases.of
and for that reason he had sent many smallpox. These were widely distribpriests In order that they might be uted throughout the state and were
Christians as they were, and that like of the prevailing mild type. In 1909
wise he tent me with the soldiers there had been 1,175 cases reported
they saw for the purpose of defending with only 4 deaths.
1910,
' them against their enemies; that 1 however, three outbreaksDuring
occured in
came not to ask anything of them, which the 'mortality rate was high,
but only for two things: That they and in all there were 121 deaths.
j should be Christians as they ought These outbreaks occured in Bay City,
hearing mas and saying their pray- Saginaw, and Lapeer, located in Bay,
ers, and' their bom and women at- - Saginaw and Lapeer counties, respectending to the catechism ' as the tively.
Spaniards did; and the second was For Several months mild cases of
Cer-ver-

"V- -

smallpox, all of which recovered, had
been occuring in Bay City and vicinity, and the last death from this
disease in Michigan had been in December, 1909, when
in
suddenly
March, 1910, 61 cases with 8 deaths
were reported in Bay City. Most of
these were confluent and many of
them were hemorrhagic.
In April
there were 29 cases with 13 deaths,
in May 13 cases and 7 deaths, in June
5 cases and 1 death, and in
July 2
cases and 1 death. The disease was
not limited to any certain group of
In the virulent outbreak
people.
within the city, if all the cases occur
ing from March to October, inclusive,
are counted, there was a total of 114
cases with 30 deaths, which gives a
case mortality of 26.31 per cent.
The outbreak in Saginaw resembled
the preceding in that for months
there had been present cases of the
disease but no deaths. The cases sud
denly jumped from 3 cases with no
deaths in September to 81 cases with
19 deaths in October and 82
cases
with 29 deaths in November.
The
president of the board of health of
Saginaw states, in reference to the
outbreak, that between October 16
and 19, 1910, there developed in Saginaw 42 cases of smallpox, most of
which were of the confluent type, and
that nearly of them were taken to the
detention hospital.
Cases developing later were taken care of in their
homes, guards being placed in charge.
General vaccination was then enforced until over 40,000 persons had been
vaccinated (Saginaw had a population of 50,510, census of 1910).
All
public places of entertainment were
closed and for three weeks the city
was under quarantine,, which terminated November 26, since which date
no case of smallpox has occured.
There were in Cleveland, Ohio, from
April 30 to July 26, 1910, a total of
62 cases Of smallpox with 10 deaths
and 2 cases of permanent disability.
There was no instance of the disease
in those recently vaccinated.
At probably no time in the world's
history has the efficiency of vaccination as a preventive for smallpox been
so conclusively and effectively demonstrated as in the Philippine Islands
since American occupation.
The evidence of its value Is incon- -

testible.
During Spanish times it was neces
sary each year during the dry season
to erect in Manila a temporary hospital to which the many hundreds of
victims of smallpox could be taken.
The great majority of them died.
During the past five years not one
person has died in Manila from small
pox who has been successfully vaccinated during the five previous years;
nor has anyone died of smallpox in
Manila since June, 1909.
Since 1907, when the systematic
vaccination-wacompleted of the six
Provinces near "Manila, which have
an approximate population of 1,000,-000- ,
and which from time immemorial
had an annual average mortality
from smallpox of at least 6,000 persons, not one person has died of
smallpox who has been successfully
vaccinated, and only a few scattering
cases have occured. During the past
two years some deaths have been reported but careful investigation shows
that not one death took place in a
s

vaccinated person.
The most effective prevention of an
epidemic this winter and next spring
in Santa Fe would, therefore, be the
systematic vaccination of all people.
Those who are intelligent and possess
common sense will see to it that they
are successfully vaccinated this summer; those lacking good sense should
be reached by other means and the
health authorities should see to it
that every child entering school next
Sepetmber is successfully vaccinated,
whether this be in public or in private
schools.
Forewarned is to be forearmed and that old proverb about an
ounce of prevention being worth a
pound of cure is well illustrated even
by the experience of the city a few
months ago when it cost hundreds of
dollars to maintain an only partially
efficietn quarantine against sporadic
cases of smallpox.
All the wealth of New Mexico on
its assessment books multiplied by
fiv ewould give a total that equals
the value of livestock in the state of
mule is
The Missouri
Missouri.
world famous and there are more than
$43,000,000 worth of him in the "Show
Me" State, while of cattel there are
Even the burro
$72,731,000 worth.
figures to the value of $3,000,000 in
the Missouri census returns, ' made
public today, while swine add
to Missouri's
wealth and
Horses top
sheep almost $8,000,000.
the list with $113,707,000, while goats
are at the bottom with a value of
$186,890.
Poultry of all kinds is
valued at' $11,870,972, with chickens
worth $10,822,952; turkeys, $691,128;
0

gui
geese, $245,024-- ; ducks, $69,555;
nea fowl, '$24,731; pigeons, $15,515.
More than a quarter million farms
contributed to these big totals or
eight times as many farms as are to
be found in New Mexico.
The Philistine argues for free trade
from the fact' that a large American
manufacturer will build a duplicate
plant at Hamilton, Ontario, although
he possesses sufficient ground and
Prepower at South Bend, Indiana.
suming that the premises are correct,
the American's undertaking would
also argue for lower wages, longer
working hours, and foreign laborers.
What It really does argue is that the
United States should annex or absorb Canada, whether by the reciprocity route or in some other manner.
Uncle 'Sam and Canada have so many
common interests that they, should
be under one banner; and they would
have been long ago, had it not been
for a fluke or two during the Revolution and the Second War with Great
.

Britain.
North Carolina has 253,425 farms,
sayv a census bulletin issued today,
and 65,594 are owned by negroes.
However, 107,000 and more farms are
run by tenants and 26,604 farms are
The value of North
mortgaged.
Carolina farms is $455,715,000, , or
eight times the total assessed wealth
of New Mexico, and the improved
acreage is 8,800,000 acres worth about
$20 per acre.
There are 795 farms

tt.
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Fidelity and Deposit Company
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AGAINST DAMAGES TO THE PUBLIC
use of Automobiles, and it is a very Important
and necessary kind of INSURANCE.

OWNERS

OF SANTA FE.
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN

For Rates, Etc., Call On or Address,

THE

MOULTON-ESP-

MEW MEXICO.

COMPANY

E

ESTABLISHED IN 1670.

.

.

-

Cepital Stock

$150,000

5nrplttsandUndtyided Profit -

SANTA FE, N. M

GENERAL AGENTS,

Cashier.

THE RRST NATIONAL BANK

OF MARYLAND

WRITES AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE, PROTECTING

through the
"

p. McKane, issbtact

Ita-ftestfe-

80.000
t
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with 1,000 acres or over while one $2.406.30; stockers and feeders,
half of the farms have less than fifty $3.755.40; bulls, $3.004.75; calves,
acres each.
$4.006.75; western steeres, $4.75
6:25; western cows, $2.754.75.
Hogs Receipts, 7,000. Market 10
Here's hoping that Hoke Smith will
be sent by Georgia to the U. S. Sen- cents higher; bulk of sales, $6.40
ate. There is need of a giant among 6.50; heavy $6.406.45; packers and
6.52
lights, $6.40
some of the Democratic
pigmies of butchers, $6.40
6.50.
the Owen class that at present shufles
market
around in their
25,000;
Senatorial seats.
Sheep Receipts
There was a time when the South strong; muttons, $3:003.90; lambs,
sent its greatest statesmen to the Seu-at- $5.757.00; fed wethers and yearlings,
today it' sends it biggest dema- $3.754.75; fed western ewes, $3.50
Smith 3.25.
gogues, among whom Hoke
woud feel ill at ease, but who might
Chicago, June 30. Cattle Receipts
realize their ' own insignificance in 5,000. Market strong. Beeves $4.65
the presence of a real leader.
6.75; Texas steers $4.506; western
THE HAPPIEST

steers
stockers and
$4.705.75;
feeders $3.255.40; cows and heifers
$2.255.75; calves $5.758;
Market
Hogs
Receipts 15,000.
generally 10 cents higher than yesterday. Light $6.206.65; mixed $6.25
6.65; heavy $6.156.62
rough
$6.106.25; good to choice heavy $6.25
6.62; pigs $5.806.40; bulk of sales

WOMAN
IN SPOKANE.

Spokane, Wash., June 30. Mrs.
John Bruce Dodd, living at 6101-Sharp avenue, is the happiest woman
in Spokane today, having received
of
hundreds
autographed books,
poemS, letters and photographs from
prominent men all over the United
States, Canada, Mexico, Hawaii, Japan, China and countries in Europe,
thanking her for originating father's
day, the third Sunday in June. Probably the most interesting letter came
from Ira Hayward, a close friend of
Abraham Lincoln, who presented Mrs.
Dodd a cane and gavel, made from
one of the rails the Lincoln supportthat
ers carried to the convention
nominated "the
president.
Father's Day was observed by many
in Spokane. Mrs. Dodd and a large
party of women visited the homes for
the aged and the orphans, the hospitals and the county institutions and
carried flowers and books to the inmates, Two thousand members of
the YOung Women's Christian Association participated in special services
at Manito park, and many of the min
isters referred to the Father's Day
celebration in their sermons.
2

$6.40

6.60.

Sheep
Receipts 12,000. Market
steady to 10 cents higher than yesterday's close. Native $2.504.4O;
western $2.754.40; lambs naiive
$4.507.55; western $4.507.50. ..
F. S. Rexford, 615 New York Life
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo., says: "I had
a severe attack of a cold which
in my back and kidneys and
was in great pain from my trouble.
A friend recommended Foley Kidney
Pills and I used two bottles of them
and they have done me a world of
For' sale by all druggists.
good."
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West of Capiloi

Capital Hotel

Montezuma Ave

HANDSOME ROOMS

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communication first Monday

e

is surra with private bath

Cuisine and
Table Service

TELEPHONE 88 BLACK

Fraternal Societies

MOST ORIGINAL "CLEAN-UP- "
LAND IN THE COUNTRY.

Libera) advances
acts. Taw bank
in thi hasasaiii. lane, and aims
ssi aM Mepects, as ts
of sound baaktas;.
T4Mpo4iesMce of the soMk U

William Vaughn, Prop. One of the Best Hotels in the West
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PalaHotel

The

Bet-tie- d

If you want anything on
New Mexican want ad.

tea its tranches.
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AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

ATTRACTIVE DINING
KOOM-G- ood
Service.

COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

Santa Fe,

N. M

Proprietor,
of each month at
San Antonio, Texas, June 30. Mart,
Masonic
Hall at
Texas, has the most original "clean7.30.
up" plan in the country and perhaps
H. H. DORMAN,
the one most, popular with the people.
.Master
This Htle city has adopted the honor
role system, which is being conducted CHAS. E. LINNE1. Secretary. , i v. , ..
by the Commercial Clun and Ladies'
Santa Fe Chapter No.
Once each week, a
Civic League.
1, R. A. M. Regular
joint committee from the two organiRECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE S IDEAL
convocation second
zations makes a trip of inspection.
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Monday of each month
Stores, offices, and banks are visited
at Masonic Hall at
and grades much after the fashion a
7:30 p. m.
Thirty seven rooms, newly-anneatly furnished,
teacher grades examination .papers.
well lighted and ventilated,
JOHN H. WALKER,
The report is then published in the loH. P.
Booms en suite with private bath an I phone.
cal paper. The plan has created so ARTHUR
SELIGMAN. Secretary.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.
much rivalry between the different
CHEERFUL DINING
business concerns that Mart is fast
RATES $2.50 TO
THOS. DORAN
Santa Fe Commander
ROOM. FINE CUISINE
becoming one of trie, cleanest towns
No. 1, K. T. Regular
$3.00 A DAY
Proprietor.
in the country. Efforts at cleanliness
conclave fourth Monare not confined alone to the buildday in each month at
ings, but to adjacent grounds and
Masonic Hall at 7:36
streets In front. The "clean-up- "
spirp. m.
it is not alone in the business district,
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
but a most healthful emulation exists W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
in the residence sections, and to use
the expression of a Kansas City trav
Santa Fe lodge of
elling man who recently visited Mart: I
Perfection No. 1, 14th
"The whole darned town is as neat as
degree. Ancient and Ac- Short Orders run Day & Night.
Regular Meals 25c.
if it had just been laundered."
cepted Scottish. Rite of
Furnished
in
rooms
connection. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lifhts
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of- each month
REPORTS OF WHEAT CROP
222
San
Francisco Street
G. LUPE HERRERA, Prop.
LARGEST IN HISTORY. at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Spokane, Wash., June 30. Reports Visiting fcotish Rite Masons are correceived by local bankers and millers dially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT. 32.
from country correspondents
in
r'Venerable Master.
Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana indicate that; the wheat crop in HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
the Inland Empire this year will be
Secretary.
y Br afJars dell lami.
about 65,000,000 bushels, the largest
B. P. O. E.
in the history of the district. The
Santa Fe Lodge - No.
figures show the crop in 15 counties in
Tk Wwtif are Mertedte
ttirsty asseaettst ml sat
eastern Washington Will be 39,000,000
460, B. P. O. E. holds
in round numbers, as compared with
its regular session on
ale,
cnEttY,
the second and fourth
'bushels in 1909. This
,34,895,000
statement is confirmed in late federal
KKCTKEL KLONDIKE FIZZ, CCC0 CCLL :: : x
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting broth
crop report, which shows 721,441 acres
Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
ers are invitea ana
in winter wheat and 842,000 acres in
welcome.
spring wheat in Washington, the peroudeffsa SANU FE BOTTUKS WCXS E23Y CSX,
CARL A. BISHOP.
centages being 98 and 97 perfect, refiltered water
,.
,
toprfeta
Exalted Ruler.
The respective averages J. D. SENA,
spectively.
for a period of 10 years are 93 and
i
,
Secretary.
94 per cent perfect. It is reported
the crop will be' about two weeks late.
Commissioners of horticulture in the
Pacific and northwestern
states report that the fruit crops will be above
the average. The apple crop will not
be as large as in 1910, but it is likely
the prices will' be higher. Pears,
Independent Order of Beaver.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, X O. B. holds
peaches and ether fruits will b
Gener&l
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
plentiful ia most of, the districts.
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
ers are always welcome.
MEXICO ADMITS CfRN
,

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
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Coronado Restaurant
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Wells Fargafc Co. Express
Express Forwarders

GEO. W. PRICHARD.

FREE TWO WEEKS LONGER.

.

C. J. NETS,

Two Huntfrsd Cars. Are Being Hurried
to 3ordcr to Take Advantage
of This.

'

V;

',

President

,

,t

Secretary.

SIVfi

F. W. FARMER
EI Paso, Texas', :June '30. Mexico
has extended for-- thirty days the order
admitting corn ), free. Anticipating
restoration of duty on July 1, two hun
dred cars of cotiv were being 'carried
to tee tcrfler here today when news
of the extension wa received.

Homestead

OTsV'
Brotherhood
American

St.

Sea

LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., June 30. Cattle
Receipts, 2,000; market strong; native

-
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Santa Fs Camp
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A.

meets second Tues
day each month, so
cial meeting third
Tuesday at Elks
EalL Vlsting neigh
'
WK1TT1Z3. Consul.

teers, $5.25u'.Wjr Southern steers, bors welcome,
i
L. O.
5.50; souUwr eowa and heifer,
JL EWINO,
C3A3.
and
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4.00

Mrs.
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Santa Fe and Taos,

BANK

UNITED STATES

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL $50,000.00

Your Patronage Solicited
STEPHENS. Cashier,
'
W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier
H. F.

LAUGHLIN,.President

INSURANCE
Boiler)

Real Estate
(City

Property-Ranch-

etc. Renting)

es

Surety Bonds

I

i
it

0. C. WATSON

i
Offices

119

San Francisco St.

& CO.
Santa Fe, New Mexico

,

is at the Sanitarium.
L. A. Bland, wbo sells radiators, is
here from Kansas City.
Attorney A. C. Voorhees of Raton,
is at the Montezuma hotel.
M. J. Egan, an attorney of Clifton,
Arizona, is at the Palace hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Masters of
Lakewood, Ohio, are sightseers at the
Palace.
H. C. Longwell, formerly of this
city, now registering from Chicago,
is In town.
..
s
. Frank McPhaul, of Washington, D.
C., is a sightseer registered at the
Montezuma hotel.
John R. Lyons, of Floresville, Texas,
is here on business of the Tv'oodmen
of the World.
Mr. and Mrs. V. L. Bean and daught
er Virginia, have returned home from
a visit- to Colorado points.
S. E. Harris and E. N. Peden re
turned from Santa Fe on last night's
train. Estancia Daily Herald.
Archie White returned Wednesday
night from the tie camps north of San-t- a
Fe. Moriarty Messenger.
Dr. J. A. Massie has returned from
a 'trip which included Denver, Rochester, Minne., and Toronto, Canada.
A. A. Keith, a banker of Elida,
Roosevelt county, is here with Mrs.
Keith. They are at the Montezuma
hotel.
Miss Lucile Ullery of Boston, arrived here yesterday to visit relatives
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Ullery who own

91

Circassian Walnut
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL OF FURNITURE

Magnifcent Display
AT-

Elegant Styles

-

ITURE

AGKERS-WAGHE- R

J

PERSONAL MENTION

You Must See It to Appreciate Its Beauty.

COME AND SEE THE DINING ROOM SET,

YOU intend to seccure

Adequate Insurance
Eventually,

WHY NOT NOW ?

-

a ranch near here.
John L. Zimmerman, the civil engineer, of Las Vegas formerly of
this city, is 'at the Montezuma hotel
from Albuquerque.
Dr. and Mrs. James A. Hallett of
Des Moines, Iowa, are stopping over
at Santa Fe this week on their way
to California and Old Mexico to visit
the cliff dwellings of Pajarito Park.
They are at the Sanitarium.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, solicitor for
the Santa. Fe system, ,is in Santa Fe
from Las Vegas. Colonel Twitchell
has Just completed proofreading his
forthcoming volume of New Mexico,
which is monumental in its scope and
will be from press next month.
Professor J. W. Watson, of the
faculty of the New Mexico University
at Albuquerque, and who is making
the rounds of the normal institutes,
ainveu jei.eiuH.j iu auuieoa iirc
He is
Santa Fe County Institute.
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Rupert F.
Asplund.
Miss Hildred Soper and Miss Pearl
Gallaher of Mcintosh, Torrance coun
ty, are the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Misses
DeArcy on Capitol Heights.
Soper and Gallaher are on their way
home from college at Greenville, Hill- nois, and spent ten days in Colorado
before coming here.
Gerard de Gignoux, the egyptologist,
archaeologist and explorer who is vis
iting Bronson M. Cutting expects to
leave- this week for his home in New
York where he wishes to be on July
4. Mr. Gignoux is well pleased with

Phone Black

No. 52

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

&

,

Residence

No. 229

Insurance Agency.

est

Joseph R. Watson, professor of bi
ology at the University of New Mexico, left this morning lor a week, at

S. KAUNE

GO.

If Your Instep is not Strong
ONE OF OUR
IN STEP SUPPORTERS

WATERMELONS,
Fine, Ripe and Sweet.

WILL HELP,

BRAWLEY VALLEY CANTALOUPES

Can't Be Beat.

JOHN PFLUEGER, THE SHOE MAN

SANTA FE STRAWBERRIES

Why Import Mineral Water?
:

:

WHEN

YOU CAN GET THE

:

Celebrated Maiden Biittee Mineral Water;
-. All Kirids of Soda,
Special Hifch Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered

AND CHERRIES

:

'
to your house. Patronize home Industry. Leave orders at
s
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE , MINERAL WATER, CO.

BERNALILLO

'
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Latest in Hand Color-- ,
ing Post Cards. ;

.

higher.

.

Artistic
Framing.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
Street

,
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- Electric Toasters

Water rasters ani Perwlatera

;....SPECIAL SALE

THIS WEEK ONLY ...
RRICES TO SUIT EVERYBODY

1

--

5 cts to S 1 .00

We do not advertise a SPECIAL SALE without

doing just as we say.

TRY US ON THIS SALE.

W. N. TOWNSEND

& CO.
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4

NO WAITING
Until Summer is Over. Now is the Time

A

You Need Them.

J

,

1

t
,

X
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I Midsummer Closing Out Sale

4

WHITE

sales were unchanged to 25c
higher, with September delivery 15.70
for pork; 8.35 to 8.371-for lard,
and 8.50 for ribs. J'
Stock Market
New York, June 30. The institution

First

2

of

The Pathway to the

.on June 7

Was

$121,000,000

That Required
Federal Law.

By

Washington, D. C., June 30. The
total reserve held by . 7,277 national
banks at the close of business on1
June 7, the last call by the comptrol
ler of the currency was $1,478,140,795
5
an average of 22.10 per cent and
above the amount required to
be held by law. The percentage in
the central reserve cities has . Increased to 27.37.
JUAREZ CUSTOM OFFICIALS
HAVE WON FIGHT.
by

Telegraph

Mexico That They May
Hold Their Jobs.
Paso, Texas, June 30. Juarez

those

trodden by

proceedings against
wire manufacturers was the governing factor in the movement of stocks
this morning. Declines of a point or
more were recorded among the list of
active stocks. United States Steel
was less active than had been expect
ed, however, and its loss was confined
to a fraction. Irregular recoveries
were not well sustained in the second
hour, the higher prices inviting fresh
selling which was" Inost effective in
the Harriman stocks and United
States steel. Brooklyn Transit was
bid up a point in the subway awards
and there was also a large absorption
of the Erie stocks at rising prices.
Bonds were Irregular.
New York, June 30. The market
closed Bteady. Prices pardened in
the closing hour on a slight demand

Liverpool, Eng., June "30. Closin- gCotton spot dull, prices 7 points lower.
American middling fair 8.58; good
middling 8.26; middling 8.04; low mid
dling 7.75; good ordinary 7.58; ordi
nary 7.33; sales 6,000 bales.
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A Swell Line of

New Auto Scarfs

at the

upon the manufacturer for the quality
of

chemicals
For.

reason,

dis-pens-

that

we use

Squibbs Chemicals
only, to Safeguard
our Customers as
well as Ourselves.

Butt Bros.

Co.

"Always Reliable"

SOME SATISFACTION

1

DRUGGISTS

Phone

IM-- Niiht

1

...IN BUYING...

Jewelry that is Absolutely Reliable.

Phone Red 58

ft

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

a

Our Stock of WATCHES, CLOCKS, SILVERWARE, CUT 5
1i
GLASS, FINE CHINA and JEWELRY is selected
,
personally, and we stand back of every article.
ft,n.M.

CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING

i.wip
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1--

4

11

f7f
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i

San Francisco

Street

dLt)

SIGN WRITING
First Class Work Guaranteed
PLANTS, Fruit In Season. Wedding
and Table Bouquets and Decoratlone.
A
Funeral Dealjns.
Out ef tewn rdera liven aareful attention. An extra charge ef 25c
fer packing en orders une'er .

Ctlt FlOWerS
.

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
309 San Francisco

Street

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Specialty

THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Phone Black

v- - B0YLE

M"- Nsw Mexico.

12.

J. P. Steed & Son

DAY
UP

SELIGMAN

XXXJtStXXXXXSXXK

knowledge of medicinal chemicals is
slight. The Drug-gisthemselves are
largely dependent

CARPENTERS
El
customs house officials who succeeded
AND CABINET MAKERS.
the federals have wen their fight
noti-'fied
and
been
removal
have
against
FURNITURE MADE .TO ORDER
by telegraph frona. Ernesto
that they may hold their places.
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE.
All had been ordered removed Saturday and Juarez expected' trouble if the
order was carried out.
A Work Guaranteed.
Phone, Red 151

WIRE

ADOLPil

Is most frequently

GOODS, LAWNS. EMBROIDERIES.

Grand Opportunity to Get Bargains.

A

Drug Store

anti-tru-

X

X

the

For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers
Mountain Hearth Resort, 22 miles from Santa Fe on main line of Santa Fa,
miles from depot
one and one-haTent bungalows, in Pine Forest, with every accommodation, furnished for
housekeeping and ready for occupancy.
WILLIAMSON RANCH,
- 5,'
Gloriota, N. H

AND

lf

v

NIGHT
SOLE AGENTS

PLACES

Electric Irons That Stay Hot
W

andJABOTS

8

CONT NUOUS
SOLE AGENTS

DAINTY COLLARS

8

8

l-- 2

l--

Ma-der- o

H. 3. KAUNE

manship are the distinguishing features predominating in our stock of

un-qu-

From

Vegetables

Style, Hlegance and Work-

y

j

DAILY RECEIPTS OF

San Jnan Potter

,

San Francisco

' go

Peace-Tuesda-

Have Been Notified

MEXICAN HATS
New and Foil Assortment of Unique

.

Ladies
Neckwear

1

$121,-870,81-

They will not be cheaper but will
FOR THAT

j

Above

BLACKBERRIES
FOR PRESERVING

I

OFF

ONE THIRD

i

Reserve

APRICOTS

BU Y YOUR

u

BILLION AND HALF DOLLARS
IN NATIONAL BANKS.

AND PEACHES

'

MILLINERY BARGAINS

from the shorts.
New York, June 30. Cotton, spot
closed quiet; middling uplands 14.80;
middling gulf 15.05. ' Sales 400 bales.

...WE ALSO HAVE...

Arch Props and Supporters.

re-

fOAUc FIVB

Judge E. A. Mann, tor Grant and Attorney Isaac Barth have returned from On Fancy Ribbons Flowers Veils
a three weeks' fishhig trip in the
This Month Only.
White mountains of Arizona. The
trip was made in Mr. Bartli's automo- bile. The anglers report biting good
MISS A. MUGLER
ia the wilds and have numerous photo- i
South-Eas- t
Corner Plaza
graphs to verify their fish storks.
Albuquerque Herald.
The Thirteen Card Club will meet
tomorrow ftf the home of Mrs. Frali-cis C. Wilson on Johnson street, as! FIVE SKELETONS FOUND
NEAR THE PLAZA.
Mrs. John B. Levert who expected to
entertain the club is ill. in bed as the'
result of being thrown from her horse iPretTI8t0ncs Had Slumbered
Ful,y for Centuries, Perhaps,
The animal made!
evening.
but Now Slt UP- a sudden turn around a corner throw-- j
ing Mrs. Levert out of the saddle. She j While excavating on the site of the
will likelybe unable to ride for sev-- new First National Bpr.k on the East
side of the Plaza, five skeletons were
eral weeks.
Attorney E. L. Medler of Albuquer-- j found by workmen. Two were
was an arrival in Santa Fe on .earthed yesterday afternoon and three
the noon tram.
this morning, and the discoverey
Judge John R. McFie, District At-- aroused much interest.
torney E. C. Abbott, District Clerk
One of the workmen said that many
Edward L. Safford, Attorney E. P.
years
ago a man named Aragon had
Davies, Court Stenographer Mrs. G. run a saloon on
that site which is
F.'McXitt, who have been attending close to the end of the Santa Fe
trail
court at Tierra Amarilla, are expected
and he thought that the skeletons '
to return to the city tonight.
were those of men who had gotten in-- I
to a quarrel and had teen killed. It
BULLS HAD BEST
OF GRAIN MARKET. would be easy to see how convenient
it would be to bury the bodies under
r trou- on
Corn Was Sharply Higher
Account. ",e bmoon aDa lnus sav a '
bIe in answering delicate questions.
of Hot Weather Provisions
But odr than the Santa Fe trail
Showed Strength.
'
days were these men whose bones
(By Special heaaea Wire to Now Mexican) "ere found today, for according to Dr.
'
Chicago, 111., June 30. Bullish fig-- Edgar L. Hewett, director of School
ures on the condition of both spring of American Archaeology, the skulls
and winter wheat helped to lift the! show they were Indians. One of the
market today, according to a leading skulls was in excellent condition and
authority, the percentage for winter the teeth are in fine state of preserva-whea- t
is 79.1 as against 80.4 last'tion. Several of the teeth, looked as
month. The spring crop was .put at! though they had been filled with sil-7- 9
but this was evidentlv not the
compared with 94.68 at the corres-jve- r
ponding time a month ago. September case as closer inspection revealed.
to 89
a gain of
started at 89
The skeletons will find an honored
to 38
and rose to 89
place in the New Mexico Museum in
111.,
30. Wheat the Old Palace.
June
Chicago,
cent up for
closed weak, although
CUT-OFSeptember.
OPENED BY
Corn was sharply higher on account
SANTA FE RAILROAD.
of hot weather and because of the exSan Antonio, Texas, June 30. The
traordinary drop in condition official- Santa Fe railroad has opened its cutly reported in Oklahoma 50.9 per off between Coleman and Lubbock.
cent compared with 82. last month.
The completion of this line
gives s
Besides, the crop of the United Texas and all the south a. nw r nil- States as a whole was said to show.fornia route, and in addition to
this,
me iuwwl juij cuuuiuuii iu years, opens a vast aroa nf vIwtIti
Jj
11-to
September opened
j116 Plow., The new line
11-to 611-4- , and
up at 60
aaus aDout 300 miles to Texas rail- vanced to 61
IVia,lo ouu
anil ..I..,. .me nssania e
gives
f line a
to
September started
mue more tnan 2.2ftn Tniioa t rail- 58 higher at 44
to 45 and steadied road in Texas.
around ,44
Provisions showed strength in con
sequence of grain and hogs being gn

Santa Fe's delightful sumer climate
and its many places of historic inter

H.

pursuit of
Watson's

Herald.

-

- Phone Black

in
Dr.

cent classification of the flora of Bernalillo county has attracted wide attention among scientists. Albuquer-qe-

Mrs. Lola Armijo ol Albuquerque,

Does a General Banking Business

. B.

specimens.

31.

FOR

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
'
Electric Chafing: Dishes
Electric Tea Pots :
.

Santa Fe Water and Light Companjj

.
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Si

Louis

Pacif c

BASE BALL

Bocpi, 4

0
4
11
16
20
25
31
42
49

I

9 10

9 35
10 00

Lv..De.i Molne9, N. M...Ar

4
3
3
3
3
2
2

Kuiualdo
Dedmaa

Uapulln
Vigil

Thompson
Cunningham
....Clifton House N.M.
Raton. N. M
Ar

Lv!

Ar
Katon.jS. M
I... .Olifton House N'M....

2 47
3 45
35
68
76

4 15
4 43
5 00
6 11)
5 18
5 28
S 45

n
94

45
41
35
31
33
29
25
17

New York
Chicago

6 35
6 27

pm

Superintendent.

Pet

23
22
29

.641
.639
.561
.556
.541
.469
.416
.197

2S

28
34
38
52

27

Topeka

13

Des Moines
J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M

42
46

41
39
37
35
633
30

Denver
Pueblo

4:38 a. m

G. DEDMAN,

3S

Won. Lost.

pm

-.

:.

.672
.651
.565
.525
.516
.433
.373
.270

22
22
27
28
31

Western League.

617
6 00

JOonneots at Oolfax with E. P. 4 S. W. Ry. train both North?andf8outb.l
St. Joseph
SStage for Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N.iM.;
Sioux City
9:00
a.
M...
N.
M..
at
m,
for KUzabethtown,
dally excepj
Stage leaves Ute Park, S,
Lincoln
isndays, Fare teuu one way 13.50 round trip; fifty pound baggaxe carried free.
O. & 9. train leaves Des Mclnes, N, M- for the south at 11:11 p. m. arrives fromltbe Omaha

th at

.641
.609
.609
.587
.547
.453
.349
.219

League.
Won. Lost. Pet.

Boston
Cleveland ...
Washington
St. Louis

Lv
Cimarron
Ar a m
Cimarron
Nash
Harlan
Ute Park. N.M... Lv

Ar

SO

22
14

Detroit
Philadelphia

9 32

Oerrosono

Lv

1

LE

A

Kittie Ritter However Takes an
peal to the Supreme Court of
New Mexico.

M. WILLIAMS,

& P. Aflent,

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.

E

BOAT

Pet

23
25
25
26
29
35
41
50

...29

American

8 55
9 05
8 20
8 02
7 45

HOolfax

Ar

1

60
30
15
05
45
25
65

...

Boston

00

10 15
9 49

Sl'reston
.Koehler Junction
.Koehler..

48
65

8 07

St. Louis
Cincinnati
Brooklyn

20

j.Lv

2 30

Philadelphia
Chicago

(Read Up)

1910

STATIONS

am

41
39
31
37
35

New York

Pittsburg

In effect Sept, 1st

1 38
7 40
05
20
35

National League.
Won. Lost.

RATON NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES

ALBUQUERQUE WINS FIGHT
AGAINST RED LIGHT.

STANDING OF THE TEAMS.

Company.

Railway

(Read Down)
la

jgg

HARVARD-Y-

Annual Event at New
don

To-da-

Lon-

Great Interest
CRIMS8N

HAS

BEST

IT

OF

Five of Its Men Are Veterans,
While Opponents Are
Green Hands.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
New London, Conn., June 29 The
Harvard-Yalrowing races, those
classics of college sports, are to be
contested again tomorrow, over the
Thames river course, which has been
the scene of alternating triumphs of
the Crimson and the Blue for many
The program of tomoryears past.
row's race is as follows:
Race:. Start
Freshman Eight-Oareabout 10:30 a. m. Distance, two miles,
beginning at the railroad draw bridge
and finishing two miles up stream opposite the Navy Yard. Present record
course: Harvard Fresh
for
man crew of 1909, in 9 minutes, 38
record for
seconds;
course; Harvard Freshmen of 1899, in
9 minutes 33 seconds.
Varsity Fours: Start at conclusion
Distance, two
of Freshmen race.
miles, beginning at Navy Yard and
finishing two miles up the river, off
the Harvard quarters at Red Top.
Present record: Yale crew of 1908, in
seconds.
10 minutes, 33
Race:
Start
Varsity Eight-OareDistance four miles,
about 5 p. m.
down stream, starting off Harvard
quarters at Red Top and finishing at
d
Present
railroad
Thames record held by Yale
crew of 1888, 20 minutes and 10 seccourse. Yale
onds over down-streacrew of 1907 also holds the
record, in the same time, 20 minutes
e

d

1-- 2

down-strea-

National League.
Boston at New York.
Brooklyn at Philadelphia.
iPttsburg a4, St. Louis.
Chicago at Cincinnati.

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From oania

Ff

American League.
Chicago at Cleveland.

T El
Bisbee, Doaclw
and
points
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NSW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, These

nm

Philadelphia at Washington.

New York

at

National

GAMES.

league.

1.

W"

American League.
Chicago, 7; Cleveland 8.
St. Louis, 6; Detroit, 5.
; New York,
Boston,

EUGENE FOX,

7.

Philadelphia,

5--

p. Asent.

f

9;

Western League.
St. Louis,; 6 Omaha, 1.
Pueblo,
Topeka,
Denver, 6; Lincoln, 0.
Des Moines, 2; Sioux City,

Far rates and full information address
Q--

3--

x-- 3

Washington,

Snokane. Wash., June 30. Pastors
church
of all the Methodist-Episcopes in Spokane have accepted an in
vitation to don overalls and jumpers
on July 11, to assist- Rev. H. E. Green
ing, pastor of Minnehaha Methodist
church, in building operations. The
plan is to complete the structure be
fore nightfall. Rev. Dr. Will A. Betts,
pastor of First church, has been assigned to the position of superintend
ent of construction, and the ladies
and 10 seconds.
Harvard-Yal- e
of the congregation will serve a work- Regatta.
Harvard and Yale rowing antedates ingman's dinner under the trees nearall other intercollegiate sport. Back by.
"We have been requested to re
in 1852, two crews in crude boats pul
led over a two mile course on Lake cruit a working force from among
Winnipesaukee. and Harvard won. the ministers of the gospel to build
Since that initial event the two uni- the roof and lay the floor of Brother
versities have met 43 times in var Greening's new church home," said
ious places, and at various distances, Dr. Betts, "and we are determined
with Harvard winning a majority of to make good. The excavation for
the early races and Yale proving fast the structure has been completed and
er in late years, until today the record the basement walls of concrete are
now being built, so our task will be
stands: Yale 23, Harvard 21.
the to do the rest of the work.
From
Lage Winnipesaukee
scene shifted to the Connecticut rivei
"Several of our pastors already are
at Springfield, then to Lake Quinsi-gamon- getting saws, hammers and other
at Worcester. Lake Salton- - tools of tha craft in readiness and we
stall near New Haven was tried also, expect to start bright and early the
and in one year Harvard cast her lot morning of July 11, prepared to finish
with other colleges at Poughkeepsie. the job in one day. It is likely we
officials of the
Racing in New London began in 1878 shall press other
there has been churches into service to carry materiand several times
three crews on the river. Cornell als to the
"One of the features of the day is
came here in 1898 and beat both Yale
and Harvard, but since that time the to be a chicken dinner, prepared by
two oldest universities have rowed the women of the Minnehaha congregation and served by girls and woonly each other over a four-mil-e
men of other Methodist churches in
course.
Yale's longest series of succesive Spokane. A chicken dinner always
victories, six in number, was broken reaches the right spot, and not only
by Harvard in 1906, and, while the warms the cockles of the heart of the
Blue won in 1907, the Crimson has average minister, but also puts new
been to the fore for the past three vim and vigor into his frame and
years with a powerful collection of makes him do his very best.
"Pastors of Methodist churches in
freshmen and substitute
varsity,
fours who have swept the river on other parts of the northwest have of'
fered their services on building day,
every occasion except the
and it may be we shall invite several
race in 1908.
The two varsity crews came to New from Washington, Idaho, Oregon and
London this year under an unsuccess- Montana."
ful preliminary season. Yale had met
WORK BY
defeat twice, once at Springfield by NATION-WIDPUBLICITY LEAGUE.
Pennsylvania, and again at Princeton by both Cornell and Princeton,
San Antonio, Texas, June 30. The
while at Ithica, Harvard was beaten Publicity League of this city, the
by Cornell.
wire" of its kind in the United
Until most recent practice, the States, is
doing work that is nationThames bore a decidely crimson hue, wide in its influence and effect. This
for Harvard's boat load of veterans
organization is composed of the livest
was looked upon as far superior to business men of
this city who insist
Yale
shell.
the
the green material in
but actual facts of interthat
nothing
of the Yale est to
But the improvement
all commercial lines be noticed.
crew since the Princeton race has The
of this organization,
been marked, especially in recent Fred president is a
young business man
Reutzel,
practice.
who began at the bottom and by in
the
men
who pulled
Of the eight
of purpose and integrity of ef
crimson tipped blades this year, five tensity won
fort has
his way to confidence in
of them, Metcalf, Withington, ' Newsuch a manner as to make him a lea
ton, Strong, and Cutler were in the
He stands out
boat that beat Yale last year, while der in development.
man who has
as
a
young
prominently
rowGoodale
two others, Stratton and
ed in the victorious freshman crew. done things and done them rightly. It
On the other hand, Captain Frost is this spirit so splendidly emphasized
is the only Yale veteran in the blue in the president of the organization
that has attracted attention to it in all
shell.
;
The old question is again presented, parts of the country. Just now under
whether a light, but green crew, such the direction of the president, the
as sits in the Yale shell this year, league is preparing to expend $30,000
can outrow a heavier and more ex- the coming year in legitimate publici
perienced collection of oarsmen that ty.
propel this year's Harvard boat. The
race, no matter what the outcome,
will probably be full of valuable les A HOPEFUL MESSAGE TO SCALP
sons for the followers of aquatics of
SUFFERERS AflD MEN WHO'S
- j
each university.

1.

Coast League.
San Francisco, 3; Los Angeles, 13.
Vernon 0; Oakland, 4.
Portland, 6; Sacramento, 1.

El Paso Texas.

-

Yale-Harvar-

draw-bridg-

New York, 10 ; Boston, 4.

WEST

PASTORS OF M. E. CHURCH
WILL DON OVERALLS.

d

Cincinnati, 5; Chicago, 4.
Philadelphia, 4; Brooklyn,

ROUTE

Over Man

2

Boston.

YESTERDAY'S

Woman's Power

Ap-

Albuquerque, N. M., June 30. Judge
Abbott in chambers yesterday after- noon sustained the demurrer of the
city of Albuquerque to the complaint
of Kittie Ritter praying for a restraining order, and dismissed the complaint. Immediately following, Attorney W. C. Heacock excepted to the
ruling of the court and gave notice
of an appeal to the supreme court of
New Mexico. The order granting the
appeal, which at the same time overruled a motion of Judge Heacock's to
reopen the complaint, made no statement to the effect that the action of
the city in suppressing the Redlight
district would stand suspended until
such time as the case was disposed
or. This being the case, the city
marshal is at liberty to go ahead with
carrying out of the orders of the
council against the tenderloin.
The final record was fixed up yesdefciur-rer- ,
terday when a third and last
on the part of the city, containing all those things that were considered pertinent to the case by Judge
Abbott, was presented to the court,
read and sustained. In order to prevent the complainants from except
ing to the action of the court to the
admission, and consideration of the
two previous demurrers, they were
withdrawn by City Attorney Collins.
The first two did not satisfy the court
and hence were withdrawn for sug
gested amendments, the final set be,
ing those accepted.

Will Be of

y

FRIDAY, JUNE 30, 1911.

M.

d

American Association.

Kansas City,

SPEND THE 4Tii OF JULY
IN SANTA FE.

BIG THINGS NOW ON
IN SOUTHWEST

De Vargas Pageant,
Races, Base Ball Game,
Band Concert,
Indian Dances,
and Fire Works.
From

all Stations on Denver

Ticket? on Sale July

& Rio

1, 2,

3

Grande R. R.

and4.

ft
?!

$

Return Limit, July 6.

co State

Fi

ALBUQUERQUE,
10, 11,112, 13, 14, 1911 J

October 9,

5.

,

pastor-worker-

'

3.

TEXAS.

San Antonio, Texas, June 30. Big
things now on in southwest Texas are
more pronounced and far reaching in
their significance than in any other
part of the- United States. Every effort indicates confidence in possibilities and future returns. When it was
announced that English capital was
financing an irrigation effort in- the
sum of $6,000,000 this was thought to
be one of the greatest things of the
time. Following this came the announcement of an effort to conquer
in the extreme western
the
part of the state in the vicinity of
Marfa. Hardly had the developing
world ceased to wonder at these projects until the M. K. & T. Railroad
announced the expenditure of millions
in rebuilding its tracks from San Antonio to St. Louis and putting on
twentieth century equipment. While
these things are great in the effort,
their significance of confidence in the
possibilities of this country constitutes their greatest greatness. When
it is recalled that a number of the
best financiers of the world, those
who have stamped success on every
undertaking, are back of these projects their real meaning is apparent.
Within the last thirty days announcements have been made of an Intention in various ways to expend in
southwest Texas in round numbers

four-oare- d

-

JRIP f

RATE OF ONE FARE1 FOR ROUND

Louisville,

Southern League.
New Orleans, 5; Birmingham,
Chattanooga, 4; Nashville, 3.
Memphis, 5; Atanta, 3.

GRAND CELEBRATION

5

3;

Minneapolis, 6; Columbus, 1.
Milwaukee, 2; Toledo, 3.
St. Paul, 5; Indianapolis. 4.

E

st

about $15,000,000 in development. Every dollar of this money comes from
the outside and becomes a permanent
fixture in the possibilities of the state.
This vast sum represents the wager
of the financier that he can win, in
Texas and give some nation of the
estimate the careful thinker, skilled
in commercial ways, puts upon Texas

HAIR

Hotel Arrivals.

CHINA WILL HAVE TO
LOOK FOR OTHER MARKETS.

Palace.

7

'

J. Egan, Clifton, Ariz.; Mr. and
Spokane, Wash., June 30. "China Mrs. E. H. Masters, Lakewood, Ohio;
will have to look to other markets Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bishop and Harold
A. S.
probably India, for its flour supplies McGibbon, Adjutant General
in the future, if the price of Ameri Brookes, City; John R. Lyons, Flore
can flour remains above $3.40 a barrel ville, Texas; C. S. Rawles, City.
Montezuma.
after the next harvest," declared
Mr. and Mrs. A. A., Keith, Elida;
Kwan Kal of Hong Kong, called "the
flour king of China," who was In R. G. Cobbett, Tesuque; John L. ZimSpokane accompanied by Moy Back merman, Albuquerque; L. .A.' Bland,
Hul, millionaire Chinese consul at Kansas City; Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Ul- lery, City; Lucile Ullery, Boston; F.
Portland, and J. D. Armstrong, of
Mr. Kal said he is on a pros C. Wilson,
City: Frank McPhaul
pecting tour over the Pacific slope Washington, D. C.; Grover Devine, Alcountry, adding that because of thesbuquerque; J. D.1;- Stapleton, Grand
failure in many parts of the Chinese Junction, Colorado: ' B. J. Creighton,
Paul C.' Miller, Chicago;
empire of the rice crop and prospects Denver;
for cheaper wheat in the northwestern Juanlta Moore, Fayetteville,
Ark.;
and Pacific states he believes the ex Mrs. D. S. Waskey, Oswego, Kas.;
Wash.;
ports of grain to China the next 12 Mrs. Bettie Ellis. Spokane,
months will be larger than ever. Af- Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Moon, Cane Hill,
ter visiting various parts of washing- - Ark.; W. H. Livingston, M. D., Louis
ton, Oregon, Idaho and Montana, Mr. ville. Miss.: A. L. Morrison, Harry
Kal announced, he will make a tour Clancy, City; A. F. Wenzel, Denver;
of the United States at the instance A. C. Voorhees, Raton; H. C. Long-welof the viceroy of Canton to inquire
Chicago; A. C. Berry, Boston;
Into the American library system. The John O. Laughlin, Trinidad.
; ;u
visitor was a resident of San FrancisCoronade.
co from 1870-tA. J. Dugan, City; iD. Cross,
1891, when he returned to his native land.
M.

Writelf or PremiumlList an(T Program.
JOHN B. McMANUS,

ISAAC BARTH,
'

.

Secretary-Manage- r.

President,

Hilarlo Garcia, of Santa, Fe, N. M.;
Teofilo Herrera, of Lamy, N. M.; Dem-eri- o
Ribera, of Pecos, N. M.; Jesus
Copy to forest supervisor, Pecos,
Lopez, of Pecos, N. M.
. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Department of the Interior,
Register.
TJ S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
June 13, 1911.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL
Notice is hereby given that Jacinto
Connections
made with Automobile
on
June
N.
M.,
who,
of
Rowe,
Ortiz,
at Vaughn for Roswen, , dally.
9, 1906, made Homestead No. 9530; for line
sec. 35, township 15 N, range Automobile leaves Vaughn tor Ros
11 E, has filed notice of intention to well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Rosm.
Automooile
well
r
leaves
at
to
3:30
estabp.
proof,
final
make
lish claim to the land above described, Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
before register or receiver, U. S. Land tare between Santa F and Torrance
Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 21st Is 5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto
dayot July, 1911.
mobile by wire. J. W. fftockard.
Clamant names at witnesses:
'
v v
A'
Notice for Publication.
(07533. )

,

five-yea-

a.

-

l,

Mori-arty-

-

,

J

IT MAKES WEAK WOMEN STRONG,
SICK WOMEN WELL.

Dr.

Pierce's Pleasant Pallet regulate and ttraagtbaa Stomach, Liver and Bowel.
now employed in all the departments.
The business of the city is conducted
in the same manner that a successful

POLITICS ANDPOLITICIANS

merchant or manufacturer" operates
his store or factory plant. Robert
Fairley, commissioner of finance, said'
today that, while there is nothing certain yet relative to a reduction in
taxes, he is prepared to show that the
taxpayers have received 100 cents'
worth of work for every dollar exCommispended by the commission.
sioner Fairley has received requests
from more than 100 cities in various
parts of the country for copies of the
Spokane charter, which is declared to
be the most advanced practical plan
in America.

Gloomy Gus.
Rainbow chasing, as far as New
Mexico's senatorial togas are concerned, will be a waste of energy for
several years to come. Not this fall;
some other fall.
The M-- J says that "statehood is

lurking

just around the corner."

Looks like she would be powerful
tired, lurking around these various
corners for over sixty years. Owen
is also "lurking around the corner"
with his scalping knife and Thomas
Hawk, and waiting to play the holdup
game. How long, oh Lord, how long?
Raton Range.

TEXAS REAL ESTATE HELD
IN HIGH FAVOR.

Statehood Still Walts.
Arizona and New Mexico are still a
good way from being admitted to the
Union. The resolution which
hug
passed the House of Representatives
to admit them with no other condition
than that they shall vote again on the
objectional feaures of their constitution, Is a joint resolution and must
have the approval of President Taf t in
order to become eeffctive which approval he is not likely to give. But It
must pass the Senate before it can go
to the president, and there are indications that senators will discuss it for
weeks acting on it At present, therefore, the prospect that the people of
these two territories will cast their
votes in the presidential election of
1912

is not very bright

(Ct.) Times.

San Antonl6, Texas, June 30. In
no other state in the Union is the
real base of all wealth Teal estate r
held in such high favor as in Texas.
An evidence of this is emphatic in
the growth of the Texas State Realty
Association.
When the organization
was started in San Antonio, April 22,
there were but three exchanges in the
entire state.- Now fourteen cities and
towns have well established and aggressive organizations. The first annual convention, state wide In its effort, will be hel in Temple beginning
July 10th, and already more than 2,000
delegates have signified their intention of being present. In addition to
this, prominent real estate men from
Hartford other states will be there. The three
days programme will be filled with
matters of interest to those who rec-

20 YEARS AGO TODAY

ognize that real estate Is really the
base of commercial effort. In matters
(From the New Mexican ef this date pertaining to the stability of things
1891.)
along developing lines, Texas is taking the lead and out of this will grow
the harnessing of natural resources
Water melons are in the market.
Yesterday's game of ball between which in the end mean billions in
the Black Stockings and the Cham wealth.
pions of the Territory, resulted in fa
vor of the Black Stockings.
If you want anything on earth try
R. Gar
cia of that team distinguished himself a Want ad in the New Mexican.
by striking out twenty-tw- o
men,
thereby breaking the record of the
territory.
G. W. Hickox came up from Albu
querque yesterday accompanied by a
jolly party of young friends who spent
the day here and evidently greatly
enjoyed themselves. In the party
were Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Robbins, Miss
Hurst, Miss Talbott, George Helmer
and Frank Sutton.
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
Hon. Levi A. Kugnes returned this
The Only New unabridged dicmorning from El Paso, accompanied
tionary in many years:
his
Mrs.
Voss
sister
and
her little
by
son who came to spend the heated Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
term in cool Santa Fe.
Covers every field of knowlHon. Ambrosio Pino is in from Gal- a

WEBSTER'S
NEW

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

edge. An Encyclopedia in
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.

isteo on business.
A second bud of Mrs. Hickox's mag
nificent specimen of night blooming
cereus will open this evening, probably at 8:30 o'clock and lovers of the
beautiful in the world of flowers are
invited to call at her home and view
the same.

6000

.

IS

THINNING

Dandruff now bald later. The same
is true of scalp diseases. In fact bald
ness Is a scalp disease. The trouble
with the greasy salves and lotions, the
dandruff and scalp cures you
have tried so far is that they don't do
anything but temporarily relieve the
itching a d cake the dandruff so It
doesn't fall until Its dried out again.
Nothing can cure really cure such
troubles hut a real scalp medicine that
will kill the germs causing dandruff
and scalp disease. .
',. V ' c
Learning from leading fellow drug- -

ists throughout America that they had
found a whirlwind cure for dandruff,
eczema and all diseases of the skin
and scalp, 'xhe Capital Pharmacy on
proving to the laboratories compounding the treatment that it is the most
prominent drug store in this cly se
cured the agency for the remedy. This
renredy Is ZEMO, the clean, liquid
preparation that kills the germ of disease and ZEMO SOAP to wash the
scalp or skin clear and clean of the
dandruff or scale add by its antiseptic
qualities soothe and heal
Sold and guaranteed by druggists
everywhere and in Santa Fe by The
Capital Pharmacy.

COMMISSION FORM OF GOV- ERNMENT A SUCCESS.'

Illustrations. Cost nearly

half a million dollars.
Let ns tell you about this most
remarkable single volume.

i

investment.

EXCURSION RATES ON ALL RAILROADS

'Woman's most glorious endowment is the power
to awaken and hold the pure and honest love of a
worthy man. When she loses it and still loves on,
no one in the wide world can know the heart agony
she endures. The woman who suffers from weakness and derangement of her special womanly organism soon loses the power to sway the heart of
man. Her general health suffers and she loses
her good looks, her attractiveness, her amiability
and her power and prestige as a woman. Dr. R.V. Pierce, of Buffalo, N.Y., with
the assistance of his staff of able physicians, has prescribed for and cured many
thousands of women. He has devised a successful remedy for woman's ailments. It is known as Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. It is a positive
specific for the weaknesses and disorders peculiar to women. It purifies, regulates, strengthens and heals. Medicine dealers sell it. No honest dealer will
advise you to accept a substitute in order to make a little larger profit.

i

5m

v.

June 30. Three Y
Spokane, Wash.,
months' trial of the commission form
ef government in Spokane has con
vinced many, including the severest
critics of the plan, that the affairs oi
the municipality today are conducted
with greater efficiency, economy and;
dispatch than under any administra-- :
tion, since the incorporation of the
city In 1881. Many wastes have been
stopped, numerous abuses have been
corrected and modern methods are

f
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CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS

San Francisco, $45.20
Returning via Ogdent $56.50.
Returning via Portland, $62.50

June 27 to July 5, Aug, 7 to ll.
'

Los Angeles, San Diego, $35.20
August 14th to 17th..
June 1st to September 30th, . $41.90
.

.

Portland, Seattle and Tacoma
,

Direct Routes,

,

$55.00

Dates of Sale, June 27th to JOtb, July 1st to 5th.
Return limit,
r
tember 15th, 1911. Liberal
Privileges.
Stop-Ove-

For further particulars call on
any agent of the Santa Fo

II. S. LUTZ,

Sep-

.

Agent
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RIGHTS

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
TIME IS DEFIED

JFTHEVIFE
J.

Kansas Writer Makes a Few
marks on the Subject

Re-

BY

EDISON
C. Stubbs

of

having

much as if referring to a buggy or a
binder, "my wife says she has a right
to so much every week. I'm not stingy; I give up what Lean spare, but I
object to paying for two new rugs and
calling them Christmas presents."
Ordinarily this paper does not desire to go into the chaperon business,
but neither is it conscious of any especial aversion to it In an instance
like this. Indeed, it gives the Kansas
Industrialist a feeling of pleasure to
declare nere that in its opinion some
men, very many men, should be taken
Into the alley, a really dark and fearsome alley, and well beaten with a
thoroughly dry eucalyptus club the
hardest wood that comes to mind on
short notice.
Of course, your wife is entitled to a
definite sum, you big gump, and the
more she can get the better for you.
Every woman has a right, in capital
letters, to a definite amount every
week or month, or whenever it is that
you deceive some employer into paying you, and that money should be put
Into the bank for her or handed to her
to save bookkeeping, for she will
check it out at once and she should
never have to ask for it. Why should
she? The chances are she gave up a
good home or a job to be your wife
it's usually some sensible, industrious
. creature who gets tied up with a tightwad as they are called in Sylvia.
Every little while the English language is enriched by the addition of
some strangely expressive word for
which the world has waited. Tightwad is such a word and it has come
into the kingdom to serve a fine purpose. Better than miser or closefist or
Stingy Bill it describes the penurious
bears of the households in which faithful women cringe wfclle humoring the
lords

3. BANTA.
It is an error into which
many merchants have fallen to
think that to advertise is merely to subscribe for a certain
amount of space in the newspaper, or some other medium,
which costs them money. This
Is not advertising; it is only
the evidonce of advertising.
When your "favorite Plymouth
Rork has placed an egg to her
credit she Isn't slow In letting
you know of the fact, but the
noise she makes over the event
is no more the egs than tbe advertising space in the newspaper Is the advertising it should
By GEORGE

grown

appadigestive
ratus, announces
the marts of men
will know him no
more after May

31 next,
same being

who

make gay about "buying me a present
with my own money" or make life
more than usually burdensome by re
minding others at every meal of the
high cost of living. The correspon
dent here referred to belongs to all
these classes, evidently. What his
family needs is a receiver, legally ap
pointed, to give the wife her wages,
the wages of faithful service, the high
est service any man can receive in
this world. And he ought to be mighty
glad he has good meals, properly prepared, and well kept home all of
which he grudgingly admits in his misspelled letter. You Just bet your wl'.e
Is entitled to a share. It ought to be
doubled. Kansas Industrialist.

sixty-fift-

Thomas

the
th

anni-

h

versary
birth.

of

bis

Alva

Edison also plethoric in riches and
sixty-fiv- e
years old announces he is
Just beginning to buckle down to real

represent.
The heart of advertising consists in good and important
news to the public. It is effective insofar as the public
knows and recognizes that it
is genuine, truthful and timely.
The more we know about advertising, the more sharply we
discriminate In its favor. Advertising men refuse to class as
advertising standing cards and
unchanged advertisements,
in the newspapers.
This is not the fault of the
newspapers, nor of advertising,
as such. What would you think
if it came to you day after
day, and week after week, with
just exactly the same stories

work.

Says Stubbs: "I am going to retire
because I want to live. Thinking in
bed killed Harriman.
He worked all
day and thought out his problems at
night Men should retire from active
business life at sixty-fivnot only
for their own sake, but for the sake
of any institution they aim to help."
Says Edison: ' "A man is Just be
I think
ginning to live a sixty-fivtwice as much and work twice as
long as either Harriman did or Stubbs
does. I'll live twice as long as Stubbs.
Harriman had lived right he
wouldn't have found it necessary to
lay awake with his troubles at night.
Stubbs retires he'll retire to a
cemetery, or he'll be back in harness
before the end of two years.
'With my system
of living I
wouldn't be surprised if I should live
to be one hundred and fifty. Mysys-ter- n
of living that enables me to work
twice as hard as a Harriman or a
Stubbs and think twice as long is
based on: Proper eating, proper sleep
ing and proper clothing.
But I don't work as hard as I used
to," he continued a trifle apologetical
ly. "Then it was twenty hours of
an average, except Sunday. Now
put In about sixteen hours a day in
e,

e.

my workshop.
Let me see how old was Harri
man when he died? In the neighbor
hood of fifty-fivWell, I'm one hun
dred and ten years old. I'm just twice
as old as Harriman was. Stubbs says
thinking in bed killed Harriman. Why
did Harriman think in bed? Because
as
he ate too much. I eat
much as Harriman did and
as much as Stubbs does. I eat as
much as I want, but that's llttl
perhaps half a handful of solids at
each meal. The result Is that I'm
asleop thirty seconds after my head
hits the pillow. Harriman overate,
and by overeating poisoned his lower
one-fourt- h

one-fift- h

.

THE HEART OF
ADVERTISING

bosom

plethoric in rlch-"e- s
and sparse of

a correspondent,

parsimonious

ON FIELD

friend and first lieutenant of the late
E. H. Harriman,

Good Hard Rap at the Men Who
Don Give Their Domestic Partners a Fair Divide The
Real "Tightwad."
"My wife," writes

Chicago,

ROWDYISM

DISCOURAGE

THE WIZARD

PAGE SEVEN

Members of National Commission.
baseball, it is argued, and some a'
the biggest men in the government
of the national game are urging the
commission to take action. Messrs.
Johnson, Herrmann and Lynch all
favor clean ball and are firmly op
posed to kicking. For that reason it

Ball players who fight on the field
will be severely dealt with If the na
tional commission
heeds numerous
requests for reform in this direction.
There is no excuse for pugilistic tactics and all over the country baseball
fans who desire clean sport are op
When the
posed to such methods.
race tracks were open there was
A standing
rule that persons who
Indulged in wordy warfare or fisticuffs
should either be heavily fined or eject
ed permanently, with the result that
even lawless Individuals were com-- '
pelled to be on their good behavior.
A similar rule should be applied to

is believed

that

they will soon frame
a rule to prevent fighting on the ball
field which will provide for suspensions of long duration or excessive
fines. Patrons of the game pay to
see expert ball playing, not slugging
and rowdyism, and their wishes in
this matter should receive prompt
recognition, it is believed.

intestines.
He was in bed eight hours a night
and spent four of them thinking and UMPIRE HAS DIFFICULT JOB
dreaming. I'm in bed six hours and Arbiter Tries to Please Bleacheritea
all of It good, solid sleep. It's enough.
In Different Places and is
I never dreamed In my life. Wouldn't
Run Off Field.
know what a dream was like If It

and news items? Of course, it
would be uninteresting and the
editor would not only have an
angry lot of subscribers,, but
every advertiser would be coming In with a big complaint.
Yet many advertisers entirely
overlook the fact that people
take a newspaper for news. Tbe
readers do no care where they
find that news, whether in the
news or the advertising columns, but wherever it is they
read it and act upon it. A real
live newspaper is the greatest
force in the
community.
The merchant who wants his
advertising to pay will net forget to put Into It a big, throbbing heart. He will have something new he will have something of especial interest at his
store.
This will be the heart
of bis advertising and he will
put it into the space he uses in
his home newspaper.
Other
mediums, like calendars and
signs, will hold forth his name
to the. public, but they cannot
from their very nature, be endowed with the real heart ot
advertiser
advertising. The
must depend upon the newspaper to carry to the public the
news of his store and by intelligently using its columns he
can turn dull da.ys into bright
and busy ones. '
action-producin- g

WANTS
on
FOR RENT Cottage
Ave. July 1st. D S. Lowltzki.
FOR P.KNX

San Francisco

J,

i

TTORNEYS AT LAW
PAUL A. F. WALTER

Marcy

....

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,

Store room on lower
street. D. S. Lowitzkl.

HOLT

4

New Mezice

SUTHERLAND

Attorneys-at-La-

Dlstrl t Court as
Practice in
FCR KENT Six roomed brick cot- well as before tje
the
Supreme Court of
tage. Bath, range, light O. C. Wat. the
territory.
soa & Co.
New Mexico.

Las Cruces.

FOR SALE Seven room hmist
bath, electric light, fine lawn, fifty
.

fruit

trees. 216 Montezuma

C. W. G. WAF.D

Territorial District Attorn y

avenu-j-

For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico.
TYPEWRITERS.
Las Vegas,
Cleaned, adjusted ami repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup- Chas. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Easley
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
EASLEY & EASLEY.
and rented. Standard makes handled.
Attorneys at Law.
A!i repair work and typewriters guar
Practice in th courts and before
mueed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex Land Department.
change. Phone 231.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan-clNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
N. M.
Small Holding Claim No. 3241013809
of
the Intenof,
Department
E. C. ABBOTT
United States Land Office,
Attorney-at-LaSanta Fe, N. M., June 10, 1911.
Practice in the District and SuNotice is hereby given that the folCourts.
preme
Prompt and careful
lowing named claimant has filed no , i attention
given to all business.
tice of his intention to make
"cw
proof in support of his claim under j
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
G- - W' PRCHAD
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
by the act of February 21. 1393 (27.
Practice In all thr DHtrlc? Court- Stats.. 470), and that said proof will
be made before U. S. Commissioner and giver special atteiitVio to cases
Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N. M., on before the Territorial Supreme Court.
July 17, 1911, viz.: Manuel Garcia de Office: Laughlln Blk, Santa Fe, N. M.
Garcia, transferee of Alonzo Dunn,
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 3241, tract
HARRY D. MOULTON
in Sees. 20 and 29, T. 21 N., R. 1 W.,
names
He
the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
Attorney-at-Lapossession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Santa Fe, N. M.
Ramon Garcia de Garcia, J. J. Sala-zaPulidor Martinez, Noberto GarFormerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
cia, all of Cuba, N. M.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
WILLIAM McKEAN
or who knows of any substantial reaAttorney-at-Lason under the laws and regulations of
Mining and Land Law.
the Interior Department why such
New Mexico.
proof should not be allowed will be Taos,

pitcher. The crowd kicked on a o
ond base decision, and he took his
stand behind second base. Finally
there was a dispute about a foul ball
hit down the right field line, and
Davis took his position in
right field.
should come to me.
Vic Willis, who was bought by the Then the bleacheritea went at him.
"I don't Intend ever to retire, be
"Why don't you stand where you
Chicago National league club at the
Helpful Boy 8couta.
cause work has made this earth
end of last season, and who refused can Judge balls and strikes, you stiff?'
Gen. Baden-Powerecently read at paradise for me and I don't belle
...
a dinner a batch of reports from there's' any paradise up above. This to play with the champions, prefer- yelled one.
"Well,' said Davis, 'you guys can THE AGE OF ADVERTISING
ring to devote his time to running a
some of bis Boy Scouts on the' good earth's a cinch if you take it right.
hotel in Delaware,
recently told umpire a game from the right field
turns they had done others. One
seats and never make a mistake. Why More Attention Now Being Paid to
as
turn:
bis
stated
good
youth
can't I umpire as well in right field V
That Department Than Ever
"I gave a boy who called himself a SWISS LEGATION NOW
The
bleacherltes chased him after
Before.
for
a
Scout
good hiding
kicking
BOASTS A CHATELAINE
the game, and Davis beat It through
dog."
the back gates. He never did come
Writers of advertisements are glv- Another said: "Turned gas out tor
back to the grounds."
Not for eight or ten years has the
ing more attention to the matter in
a chap in the cellar because he was
Swiss legation boasted of a chatelaine.
their productions.
Newspaper read
frightened of the rats." Still another
The arrival of
CONNIE MACK FINDS EXCUSE ers are also doing more in the way
wrote: "Got the coal up for my
Mme. Bitter, acof giving attention to the advertise
mother as she was tired and sundry
ments than they did ten or fifteen
companied by her
other things. Fetched a half penny
J Manager of World's Champions
Blamea
small son Max,
yeasr ago, and there are at least three
milk."
Losing Streak to Too Many
and the opening
reasons
for that. One is, that the
,
Other boys carried coal for neigh
on
Bridegrooms
Team.
of one of the
are better reading
advertisements
infirm
old
and
children
bors, helped
o
handsomest
were. Another is
than
formerly
they
Connie
Mack
.
to
men across streets and assisted girls
his own satlsfao-J
homes
the
foreign
are
ads
oftener, while the
the
changed
Hon
has ascertained the real reason
with baby carriages.
at the capital are
for the losing streak of the champion third and chief reason is, prices are
The longest of the papers told this
counted
among
Athletics. It is the most unique ex- quoted more freely than in the past.
story: "Once I was coming home from
the important
cuse ever offered for losing baseball and there is no getting around the fact
work and I had some bread and butter
happenings in le
games, but Connie is absolutely honest that the housewife who lays any claim
In my pocket to eat for my tea and I
Dr.
circles.
to thriftine&s is on the lookout for
gation
about It
our
clothed
saw a poor bad
boy by
The merchant who has his
Rltter came
"I have the best team In the world " bargains.
place looking very hungry so I gave
from Tokyo to
said Connie, "but the trouble Is that I ear to the ground is aware of this and
blm my bread. I call that a good
the American capital
have too many bridegrooms on it. My words his messages accordingly.
turn."
When you read a merchant's ad
Washington has seldom welcomed a
And the shortest was this: "Saw an
recently married men get on the field,
more
excluto
attractive
you are reading what he
the
vertisement,
family
their
in
brides
bunked
fit
the
and
for
sit
a
in
old lady
grandstand and has to
to
sive
set
you about his wares. He
than
the
Bitters.
say
diplomatic
men
the
are
so
anxious
to please they
doctor."
come and see what he
to
The minister, like all of his countryInvites
you
Just forget what they know of the
has for sale. He wants your trade
men who attain high official rank, is
game.
Invincible Modesty.
and takes the only way known to
a scholar, as well as a statesman,
"And the worst of it all." continued
Modesty was a prominent feature in
to reach you. The advertising
him
to
his
he
and
adds
charms
of
art
the
am
I
that
Connie,
'Is
a
of
eminent
the
bridegroom
the character
physicist
oolumns
of a newspaper so far as
as
is
it
English
so
on
spoken
by
speaking
what
earth
myself,
am
I going
J. Willard pibbs, for many years pro
are representative ot
the
natives.
represent,
no
they
to
aoout
itr"
fessor of mathematical physics at
.
men of the town,
business
live
the
Mme-will
Ritter
take
her place
Tale. He had a just appreciation of
therein the names of
WAR LIKENED UNTO BASEBALL and you will findwho
the value of his own discoveries, says among the lovely women of the cap
want your trade.
the merchants
the author of the biographical sketch ital, and after even a casual acquain
are the proWithout
exception
they
will
tance
be
she
counted
the
Gibbs
among
in
"Lead
contained
of Professor
Baron d'Estournelles de Constant Fa
men of the city; men who
gressive
and
most
of
versatile
entertaining
vors Umpires to settle Internaing American Men of Science," but the
and are
keep their stocks
corps. She is quite young, still
shrank from any form of praise or
tional Disputes.
to
about
not
tell
their
afraid
goods.
side
on
of
the right
thirty, and her
publicity.
In 1901 the Copley Medal of the frank, cordial manner and her joyous'
That disputes between nations
MIIIIMMIIIMMMMMI
adshould be settled by an umpire as dis
Royal Society of London, which ia interest in everything novel gives
to
ditional
her
appearance.
girlishness
sci
most
awarded for the
important
putes between rival American base
The nearer you can get your
She was before her marriage Miss
entific work done In any country, was
ball teams are settled, was the key
words to REPRESENT YOU as
careLouise
and
been
has
Reldharr,
note of an address delivered by Baron
given to Mr. Gibbs. He deprecated
a salesman the better It will
the congratulations of his friends who fully trained for her high social desd'Estournelles de Constant, the French
be, and the GREATER
tiny, having first studied at the private
had read the announcement
before the students of the
statesman,
will yodr advertlee- "Better sot say anything about It," schools of Basel, and afterward under
of Minnesota the other day,
mente
University
bring.
ha urged. "Very likely it is an er tutors in Geneva. She spent a short
aaron ae constant spoke of the
time In Paris, for she Is an ardent muror." Youth's Companion.
Mil
wastefulness and destructlveness of
time
at
the
conservaand
spent
sician,
war.
romance
which
The
culminated
tory.
Hammersteln and the Preee.
"You have your great American
Breakfaat at 1 I. A. M.
Head of Cafe Any request, sir, tor in her marriage is a pretty story. As
Oscar Hammesteln is suing Mme.
the baron said. "When you
baseball,"
the daughter of an eminent physician
alleging
have troubles and disputes you do not Tetraszlnl for ft25,0O,
the orchestra while you eat?
Guest Yes. Just tell them I've got of Basle, she was among the prime far
start boxing with each other. Though breach of a contract which entitles
Willie,
Vic
the
in
and
younger
she
set,
vorites
scant time to swallow a cup of coffee
sometimes they almost end In fights, him to the services of the diva until
husband in the natural the Utest
and discipline prevail and the close of 1913, says the New York
before .racing three blocks to make a met her future
story. It la on J.
umpire
events.
of
course
Ira Davis, better known as "Slats," the matter Is settled. - Why not do the Mirror. He presented his testimony
train.
who once upon a ,time played first lame In war?"
The musicians played
before United States Commissioner
base for the New York Giants. Davis
Shields. Benjamin P. Spellmaa, Mme.
Ay" and "Rocky Road to Dublin."
For Flight to Europe.
Newark Star.
To fly to America from Europe baa been an umpire for tea years In Cornell Gets Courtney for Five Year. Tetraczlni'a lawyer? questioned Mr.
The Cornell Athletic council has an- Hammersteln at some length. The imwithout traveling east, Is by no mean various minor leagues. He has been
nounced that Coach Charles E. Court- presario claims to have made the
Whet Wee Meant? ,
the difficult task It would , at first ap- noted for bis eccentricities.
"Davis waa umpiring a game for us ney had signed a contract for anoth singer's reputation by bis astute pubBees I'm at a lota to understand pear to be, since the greatest width
just what Mr. Blank meant wheat
of the eea to be crossed need not be in tne latter pan oi me season," says er five years as bead of the Cornell licity methods. Tetraaslnl's voloe and
told him my age was 26.
over Ave hundred miles. The plan Willis. "He didn't stand any too navy. He has been coach of the crews Hammersteln'a press department are
Tees What did he say?
would be to go from North Britain to well with the fans, and didn't seem to since 1889, and his oarsmen hold all about equally responsible for her popBess That I didn't look It Llppin-cott-'s Iceland, thence to Greenland, and care. He began umpiring behind the records on the Hudson. For the past ularity, he maintains. This la worth
bat and then worked , behind .the ten years they have swept the rivsr. remembering.
Magazine.
thenoe to Labrador.
TROUBLE.
,
Up and Doing.
Money.
laey
Thought He Understood.
Not all cltyfolks are as Ignorant of
Resourceful Tommy.
Veering trotted blithely to business.
"Now, there's one thing that I
,
a
trovMe!
farmers'
the
farm
the
kteds
aAH
of
surroundings
called the mother tram
Re had risen before daylight -d
want to Impress upon yon," said the
oan pick and choose.
worked two hours at clearing up the the" parlor, "did you sprinkle the pave ers sometimes suppose. Thla waa evi- IfYou
head of tbe great corporation after
cause to kick.
a
want
you
In
the stay of a There's more than yon can
pard about hU house. The though of ment as I told you so Uncle Jerry can denced by an Incident
he had formally notified the new gen
young New Yorker on a New England You can hear the war cry
the pleasant surprise awaiting bla aweept"
eral manager of his appointment,
Any time you
"No, ma," answered ' Tommy, from farm.
rife brought forth a chuckle.
"and that la that you are to see that
It's In Spanish,
said
the
farmer
"Well,
young
the
man,"
"I'm
bathroom,
At luncheon Mrs. Veering remarked:
busy giving
toe laws, so far as they apply to
And sometimes In Japanese.
waa
who
his
to
a
little
bath."
up early
city boarder,
poodle
That man did hto work remarkably your
the operation of thla concern, are
'
;
trouble!
"been
out
to
a
hear AU kinds of
"The poodle
bath? Why. I told and looking round,
well."
atrictly obeyed."
.
Anything you like!
the haycock crow, I suppose." And
you to sprinkle the pavement"
manr gasped Veering.
'
"Very welL air." The trusts are out for plunder,
"The man you engaged to dear ; "Yes, but, ma. If I give the poodle the sly old chap winked at his hired There are rumors of a strike.
"If we ant do business honestly
And yet we're takln' notice,
away the rubbish t the yard,. He was a bath he will go out on the pavement '
we will quit" .
Wtthoet meanln' for to boast,
The city man smiled. "No," said he,
fust flniahlny when I oaate town thla and shake himself and then it will be
never happen
1 understand, which bookkeeper
Vbe
that
things
In
out
Uncle
for
"I've
been
knot
Just
a
right
Jerry's suavely;
tying
(ooratec and gave htm a dollar.'- -! sprinkled
do yon aoepect of harboring an ln-Are the things that fret ue most ..
cord
broom,"
a
of wooa'Wodj.
tenttoa to
to bhKkmaa root
v
ll

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

a,

"'

r,

given an opportunity at the
time and place to cross-ex- amine the witnesses of said claim
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.

above-mentione- d

PROBERT

& COMPANY

Investments
Lat de, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks of

MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard
and other Business Opportunities
STOCKHOLDERS MEETING.
Taos county.
The regular annual meeting of the throughout
Bank References Furnished
stockholders of the New Mexican
New Mexico.
Taos,
Printing Company will be held at the
office of the company in the city of
DR. C. M. RILEY,
Santa Fe at 7:30 o'clock p. m. on Monday, July 10th, 1911. All stockholders Veterinary Physician and Surgeon.
will take notice and govern them Graduate of McKillep's Veterinary
College of Chicago.
selves accordingly.
Work ot All Kinds Solicited.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Dentistry a Specialty
Secretary.
Office: East side of plaza, corner
Santa Fe, N. M-- , June 26, 1911.
of Frisco and Shelby Sts.
Phone Red 138.
KARL FLEISCHER

FOURTH

134 Calle

Artis
de Vargas
Santa Fe, N.

OF JULY

NOTICE.

ONE FARE

To whom it may concern.
Stock certificates Nos. 1, 4, 5, 6, 11,
and 27 of the New Mexican Printing
Company having been lost or destroyed, and Stock Certificate No. 45
has been Issued In lieu thereof and
Stock Certificates Nos, 1, 4, 5, 6, 11
and 27 have been ordered cancelled
on the stock certificate book of the
company.
By order of the Board of Directors.
JOHN K. STATJFFER,

For the
Round Trip

To All Points
in New Mexico
dsalef July 2d, 3d

4th

&

Return Limit, July

M.

5th- -

Secretary and Treasurer.
If you want anything on earth
Ad.

Santa Fe all tbe way.

a New Mex'can Want

try

,

Rtfbe? Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE 8AME
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL 8AVE YOU
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING
A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE
BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY
THESE DAYS.
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PRICE-LIS- T
15c
Stamp, not over 21-- inches long
Each additional line on same stamp
....10c
e
and not over 3 2 Inches long
20c
8tamp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp
15c
One-lin-e
Stamp, over 31-- and not over 5 Inches long.... 25c
Each additional line on same stamp.....
20o
One-lin-e
35c.
Stamp, over 6 Inches long per Inch

One-lin-

e

2

One-lin-

1-

Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra
Largers aizee at proportionate prices.
Inch In size, we charge for
f
Where type used Is over
Inch or fraction.
one line for each one-haDATES, ETC.
50c
Local Dater any town and date for 2 Inch
In
and
Dater
month,
lnch..........60e
day
year
Ledger
.. ..
.35
Regular line Dater
1.50
Definanee Model Band Dater
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood and Cut ..1.00
.1.50
Purl Check Protector
STAMP PADS
15 cents; 2
12x3
10 cents, 2x3
28 cents; 2 3
15 cents; 3
14 50 cents; 4
14, 75 oenta.
FOR TYPE SPECIMEN8 ADDRESS
one-hal-

lf

3

...

Fac-8ml- le

8ELF-INKIN-
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THE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

EIGHT

pany have placed on special sale a
full line. See their advertisement on
HOUND IIP.
page five.
The War Over Again at the Elks'
theater tonight. There will be seventy-five
pictures of the recent war in
X
Santa Fe, N. M., June 30.
Mexico.
Mexico
X For New
Generally X
Bean Residence
Sold Territorial
cloudy with local showers to-- X
Engineer C. D. Miller has purchased
$$
or
Saturday.
night
the residence of Mr. and Mrs. V.
on Washington avenue. This is
a very attractive home with large
Harness Oil and Soap at Goebels.
windows and pretty lawn and is sitThe Time Friday and Saturday. uated
opposite the Palace hotel.
The Place, Elks' theater.
We Will Carry in our sanitary cooltoClothes
order
to
Date
Motor
Up
er, a full line of K. C. meats, poultry,
'
day at Goebels.
fish, etc. We buy the best there is.
Ice Cream on Sunday at Capital You
will have no other. F. Andrews.
City Dairy. Milk and cream always on
Twenty-twIndictments Returned
hand. Phone Black 188.
The special grand jury at Roswell reK. C. Beef, mutton, pork,, veal, poul- twenty-twtrue bills to Chief
try, etc., give us a trial, order whatj ported
W. H. Pope and expected to
Justice
you want for your Sunday dinner. F.j be
discharged but Judge Pope informAndrews.
ed the jury that it would be kept inBlackberries for preserving now is tact.
the time to buy says H. S. Kaune &
Illustrated Lecture on the RooseCompany in their advertisement on velt dam. Elks' theater, Friday and
page five. Hot weather will cause

THE

no. 4 Andrews "Cash" no. 4
GROCERY and BAKERY

Kansas City Meats
We wish to announce that

on SATURDAY,
JULY 1st, we will have our MEAT MARKET
ready for business, handling a full line of the best
K. C.

meats.

You can get

just what you like.

o

A neat, clean and experienced

charge.

meat cutter will be in
We solicit your inspection and patronage.

Phone No. 4.

F.Andrews

MM

o

Phone No.4.

Turquoise, Laveliers,

Amethysts, Opals,

an advance.
Roller Top Desk at Bargain Hundred dollar roller top desk will go for
$45 if taken this week. Apply at New
Mexican Printing Company.
We Charge you no more for our K.
C. meats than you have been paying
for native beef. Try it and be convinced. F. Andrews.
Midsummer goods are used now and
the Adolph Seligman Dry Goods com- -

Saturday.
Catch the Idea of Seligman Brothers in their change of advertisement
today. They will put some extra cash
in your pocket by taking advantage
of their specials. No trash, but regular stock with their reputation back
of it. Page five.
Our Market is open and ready for
business, we have a good irtock of K.
C. meats on hand now, and will have
anything you may ask for. in the
F. Anmeat line by Wednesday.
drews.

IN

MEN are the
BUSINESS Men"
of
They keep their engagements on the minute and measure their time by a

FILIGREE

WALTHAM WATCH
The Waltham is the most

pendable of
why we make
why

time-piece-

"Its

'

s.

it cur

de-

That is
leader and

S.

Time You Owned a Walihcm."

We have a wide assortment o Wa!-thaWatches at a wide price
range in thin model: plain and
fancy cases. See us about a Val

one-hal-

1

I'z DAVID S. LOWITZKI

jhe

PLAZA

Judge

SPITZ,

Beef, Pork.,
Mutton, Veal,

The Jeweler

than)

v

o
2

SWEET PEAS

IS

jjgj?

Distributors

of

Walger
New Model
Awning

THE

.'.

BEST

AWNING

7

Careful Attention.

C McCONVERY,
405

PALACE AVE

KUNIYERS
im MAKER BREAD MAitEt?)
mixes and
I7

v

-

I.

IS

thoroughly in
Three Minutes.;
The hands do
not touch the
dough.

mixes and
kneads Bread
;
thoroughly
in Three Minutes.
Simple,

Sanitary.

Try our
STAR BUTTER
In
Packages

SANTA FE HARDWARE

HMD'S

EVER PUT UP

--

JAMES

Phone, Black 204.

Ssausage of

Hardware Company

PIP " W The

Separate
Mail Orders

1

Lamb, Poultry

WOOD-DAV-

3

c

5

GOLD AND SILVER

to-da- y.

FORMER BANK PRESIDENT
DeVargas Pageant on July 4.
ing a false report to the State Bank
Persons Arraigned
Nine
SENT TO PENITENTIARY. ing department, was sentenced toJoseph
Atherton, Indicted for violating the
f
months
day to serve four and
pharmacy law; Thomas Ogas, charged
New York, June 30. J. B. Reich- - in the penitentiary by Justice Davis,
with assault with deadly weapon; mann, former
president of the Carne- - in the criminal branch of the supreme
ThomaB Birchfield for selling liquor gie Trust
Company, convicted of mak-- court
for
without license; Joseph Masten
handling pistol in threatening manner;
Henry Styles, Roy Styles and Claude
Lorrance for larceny; James O. Lynch
for selling liquor without license, were
arraigned in district court at Roswell
and pleaded not guilty.
No We Are Not going to cut the
O
price in two, we are going to give
Dealer in New and Second Hand
you the best meats obtainable at as
reasonable a price as possible, but you
ra
will get meat that you can eat, and
Furniture, Queensware, Tinware, Carpets,
a trial order will make you our regular customer. You know what K. C.
n
Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, Etc.
meat is, and we buy nothing but the
best. F. Andrews.
TO
Ideal Summer Day The temperature ran up to 79 degrees, but at
PAID FOR
HIGHEST CASH PRICE
Denver and Albuquerque it was high
ra
SECOND HAND GOODS
in the nineties and at Las Vgas high
in the eighties. During last night,
the temperature dropped to 57 and
the minimum yesterday 60 degrees,
New and Second Hand Goods Sold on
Easy Payments
with a relative humidity of only 42
per cent at 6 p. m. There was .07
of an inch of rain, the day being
cloudy with several sprinkles of rain
which are to be repeated tonight.
Band Concert Tonight Doubleday
and Pat ton who are traveling with
the pictures of the frontier celebration at Cheyenne. Wyoming, also the
Roosevelt Dam and the Insurrection
Colors or Mixed in Quantities to Suit.
in Mexico, have secured the services
of the band for this evening and will
Given
give a free concert at the Plaza from
7:30 to 8 o'clock.

Knaebel's Condition The
condition of Judge John H. Knaebel
who is seriously ill at the sanitarium
remains about the same. Among the THREE JOY RIDERS
KILLED ,THIS MORNING.
saw him yesterday were
MARKET callers whoFrancis
and
C. Wilson,
Attorney
With Three Companions They LeapFrank McKane.
If You Don't See what you want in
ed Over Hundred Foot Emand
bankment
the meat line, ask' for it. We have
Quality
Quantity
Cooler,
everything in our Sanitary
from the heat and flies. P. An- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mextcant
Everything You Would Wish away
drews.
Pittsburg, Pa., June 30. A "joy
Wedding Announced,. Cards have ride" in which six persons participatfor Your Sunday Dinner
been received announcing the wedding ed brought death to three of them
car
of Miss Eloise Carroll, daughter of early this morning when the
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Carroll of the skidded on the McKeesport road' and
Mescalero agency, to Theodore Suth- rolled down a hundred foot embankerland, a well known young man of ment
Two occupants in the car jumped,
Roswell.
and were crushed to death against a
J. Frank Ivle Married at Clovis
Engineer G. Frank Ivis of this city, wall by the car before it went over
who is with G. D. D. Kirkpatrick on the embankment Three of the- joy
riders escaped injury, but have not
the resurvey of the New Mexico-Texa- s
boundary, was married at Clovis on' been found.
to Miss Rhoda Taylor who
All Kind Wednesday
was recently in Santa Fe representing BANK NOTES DISAPPEARED
an Albuquerque mercantile house.
FROM MAIL POUCH.
Our Meat Market is open, and everything in it is up to date, but don't Postmaster Warren D. Vincent Therefore Is Arraigned in Federal
think it wftl cause our grocery and
Court at Wichita.
bakery department to be neglected.
We will as heretofore have everything
the market affords in these lines also.
Wichita, Kans., June 30. Warren
25c
'i
F. Andrews.
D. Vincent, postmaster at Hoisington,
Parents Take Your Children to see Kans., was arraigned before the clerk
the pictures of the Roosevelt dam, of the United States court here today
as a result of the disappearance of
and Saturday, Elks' theater.
Quick Delivery, when in a hurry Friday
are the $2,000 in bank notes from a mail
Red and Yellow Those
call us, on the Plaza.
and not red and pouch April 14, waived preliminary
Spanish colors,
white, as the types stated erroneous' hearing and was released until the
The Fourth of July September term of court under $2,500
MARKET,
ly yesterday.
committee asks 'that as many houses bond. He claims there was a slit in
Phone 92 .. .. .. .. Phone 92 as possible will display these colors the mail pouch at the time it was dewith the Stars and' Stripes during the livered to Hoisington postofflce.

phonew om

EXQUISITE DESIGNS

M.
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Closing Out Sale to Begin THURSDAY,

& SUPPLYCO.

JUNE 22nd, for

One Week Only

800

PAIRS LADIES' OXFORDS will be sold for a good deal less than
cost. This Closing Out Sale is Odds and Ends---(m- e
or two pairs
of a kind. They are A No. 1 Goods, American Lady Make, made by the
j
largest shoe house in the world,
:.--

HAMILTON BROWN

m

They are made well, latest styles, smart and snappy in every particular.

ftjjmjSf

SHOE

amT

It takes a miehtv well made

Oxford to hole ts shape and place . flOTStf
m
Waal I lllll
on the toot. It must ht all over
or it will slip and rub.
To make a perfect Oxford is an art that the Largest
Makers of Shoes in the World have mastered in the
American Lady Shoe.
In every sense it is the best shoe for the money.
We have

a large line of American Lady Shoes
in the newest and best styles for Spring and
Summer Wear. Come in and let us show you
.
what real shoe satisfaction is.

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS
$4.00
3.75
3.50
3.25

now

"

"

$3.00
2.75
2.50
2.00

$2.75
2.60
2.50
2.25

now

"

"
"

$2.10
1.75
1.60
1.00

THIS will be the biggest snap that was ever offered in Santa Fe. These
:'.' be
shoes must sold regardless of price. Do not buy one pair, but 2 or
3 pairs, andB put away for next summer at such ridiculous prices.
.".
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